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SPORTS:
The Murray State Racers moved into sole
possession of first
place in the OVC with
their win over Tennessee State Monday
night. Page 8
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WASHINGTON (AP) — The cifics of that law. It elimin queslegal
d
worde
y
broadl
more
to
Supreme Court today agreed
ting appeals
resolve a Pennsylvania abortion tions posed in compe
als and
offici
ia
ylvan
Penns
dispute, but limited its review to from
ors.
operat
clinic
on
aborti
broadthe
than
the state law rather
Many activists on both sides of
er issue of whether abortion should
abortion issue had expected the
the
continue to be legal.
to use the Pennsylvania case
court
ia
ylvan
Penns
ctive
The restri
y
to determine the fate of its Roe vs.
abortion law had been substantiall
Wade decision.
court.
s
appeal
upheld by a federal
The justices in 1989 allowed
The Supreme Court, in recent
to make it more difficult for
states
aborto
years increasingly hostile
to obtain abortions, but
women
spethe
er
consid
would
it
tion, said

stoppcd short of reversing the Roe legalizing abortion.
In upholding most aspects of the
vs. Wade ruling of 19 years ago
lvania law, the 3rd U.S. CirPennsy
l
that said abortion is a fundamenta
of Appeals said recent
cuit
Court
right.
al
constitution
The justices acted as dozens of high court rulings eroded the
anti -abortion protesters blocked sweeping legal protection Roe vs.
ng
entrances to two downtown Wade gave to women seeki
ons.
aborti
Washington abortion clinics. They
The appeals court said states
were met by pro-choice activists
who escorted women to their may require doctors to tell women
seeking abortions about fetal deveappointments inside the clinics.
Wednesday is the 19th anniver- lopment and alternatives to aborsary of the Supreme Court decision tion, and then require those women

MONT SAINTE-ODILE,
France — One of at least nine
people to survive a French jetliner's crash into an alpine forest described the events leading
to the crash. Page 3

Fire-curea tobacco sales begin
at Murray floors Wednesday,
according to Will E. Clark, general manager of the Western
Dark Fired Tobacco Growers
Association_
Sees start at the Farris Loose
Leaf Floor around 9 a.m. with
sales continuing at the Growers'
Loose Leaf from 11 a.m. to
around I p.m.

Professor's education
followed unusual path

STATE
FRANKFORT — The Kentucky
State Police would have to let
go 137 of 961 troopers and 274
of 707 civilian workers if the
agency is required to cut its
budget 15 percent next year.
Page 3

SPORTS
Dumping their reliable threepoint game, the Calloway County Lady Lakers picked, prodded
and finally pounded the ball
inside against Mayfield in a
shocking 61-42 win Monday
night Page 8

BUSINESS
TOKYO — In a frantic stab at
damage control, Japan sought
today to soothe U.S. anger over
a senior politician's comment
that lazy U.S. workers are to
blame for the countries' trade
gap. Page 3

Bethel College in McKenzie,
Tenn., 15 miles from his Carroll
Murray Ledger & Times Asst. Editor
County home. His college entrance
scores blew previous marks
exam
Robert Allen doesn't like much out of the water and he skipped the
attention. He's uncomfortable in entire freshman curriculum.
the spotlight
He graduated Bethel with a 3.92
That may be one reason why he GPA with straight A's in all but
tries to downplay his life's accom
typing. He was 32 years old.
plishment so much: "It's really not
In 1986, he received a master's
any big deal," the part-time Murray degree from Vanderbilt and in
State University professor said.
1991 he received his Ph.D in
Most others, however, agree that English.
e
going from a carpenter to a colleg
Abandoned by his mother at age
professor in English with only nine 6, Allen was raised by his elderly
years of formal education is a "big relatives including his Uncle Eddie
deal" indeed.
decided Allen would be
Prohibited from attending school Jones, who
at home.
useful
more
by his uncle at age 7, the west Tenbeen to school,
never
had
"He
persis
a
upon
nessee native relied
it was," Allen
what
knew
tent and unwavering love of books never "Like the saying goes,
said.
kable
for his schooling, a remar
never hurt him.—
education that has led to a label of 'School
of school, Allen cold
Instea
"genius" by some.
read every book he
and
lected
icsignif
"What he did is very
hands on — from the
his
ant," according to MSU English could get
peare's King Lear
Shakes
to
Bible
"In
professor Gordon Loberger.
read over 2,000
had
he
until
—
ame,
overc
he
les
light of the obstac
20s.
early
his
by
es
volum
his accomplishments are astoundidea that
no
had
er,
howev
Allen,
have
would
ing. A normal person
could be
books
with
ation
his infatu
been overwhelmed by them."
life.
better
a
to
key
his
when
Allen, 42, was a carpenter
"I read for pleasure," Allen said.
tough times hit in 1980, so he conspeare because 1 liked
sidered college as a possible alter- "I read Shake
e."
spear
Shake
of
wary
was
native even though he
Allen bought books at yard sales,
his chances of succeeding without
ed the 10-volume The Story
finish
any formal education, he said.
he
er,
howev
After three years,
'd on page 2)
graduated summa cum laude at (Cont

By MARK COOPER

FORECAST
Tonight: Increasing cloudiness
and not as cool. Low in the mid
30s. South wind 5 to 10 mph.
Wednesday: Cloudy and mild
with a 60 percent chance of
showers. High around 50.

POLLEN /MOLD
1-800-756-4AIR
Allergy-Asthma Clinic
of West Kentucky

LAKE LEVELS
KENTUCKY LAKE
355.0, -0.3; below 308.1, -0.5
BARKLEY LAKE
355.0, -0.3; below 316.3, -0.4
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Dark fired tobacco
sales begin Wednesday

Book lover

WORLD

to wait 24 hours before ending
their pregnancies.
Also upheld was a state regulation requiring doctors to keep
detailed records, subject to public
disclosure, of each abortion
performed.
The Supreme Court in 1986
struck down, by a 5-4 vote, almost
identical regulations imposed by
Pennsylvania. But three members

Bush gives
support to
Head Start
CATONSVILLE, Md. (AP) —
President Bush, moving to redeem
a campaign pledge, today proposed
a $600 million increase for Head
Start to enable the preschool program for poor children to enroll
157,000 more youngsters.
"In Head Start, we find a government program that works,"
Bush said, traveling to a Head Start
center to put an election-year spotlight on his funding request.
It would be the biggest budget
jump in the 27-year history of the
Great Society program and would
mean the budget has more than
doubled to $2.8 billion in Bush's
presidency. The program provides
educational, health and nutritional
services for youngsters.
Democrats in Congress already
are jockeying to raise Bush's bid.
They are proposing a $I billion
ROBERT ALLEN
increase for fiscal 1993, which
starts Oct. 1. For the current year,
Bush requested a $100 million
increase but Congress jumped it to
$250 million, pushing the cost to
will be aired only once'a day in.the $2.2 billion.
public affairs programs.
Bush said his proposed increase
slot.
KET is aired locally on Channel 3 p.m. time
collike
allow every eligible 4-yearshows
"will
ed
repeat
Other
21 in Murray and Channel 29 in
ams
progr
old child whose parents want them
urses and GED
Paducah. It is also broadcast on lege teleco
AM
day.
a
to participate to have the Head
once
to
cut
will also be
Paducah's cable on Channel 10.
entirely, offi- Start experience before they start
cut
be
will
er
Weath
KET's programming schedule
school."
will be reshuffled with the aim of cials said.
help
ons
donati
"Many children need a head
e
privat
ugh
Altho
eliminating repeated programs'
ams, start and we're going to be sure
progr
PBS
air
to
rights
the
buy
while retaining educational services
KET's state allocation goes to cov- they get it," the president said.
and evening program services, said
The administration said the
its daily costs.
er
programming director Dick
Start
The cuts will save KET approxi- money would make Head
Hoffman.
le
eligib
of
t
percen
80
to
ble
availa
power
in
Shows such as "Sesame Street," mately $121,000 yearly
now.
t
percen
60
children, up from
which is aired at 3 p.m. and 7 a.m., costs alone, officials said.
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be moved back to 10
Citing state budget cuts, Ken- but that will
changes take effect
the
after
a.m.
has
sion
tucky Educational Televi
I.
announced it will shorten its broad- Feb.
Also, the network will end its
cast week by more than 20 percent.
day at 11:30 p.m. EST
"As everyone has heard by now, broadcast
a PBS program runs
when
except
state government is trying to deal
The network curtime.
that
past
all,"
shortf
with a serious revenue
after midnight,
well
off
signs
rently
said executive director Virginia G.
amming.
progr
upon
ding
depen
ning
Fox. "In essence, we are tighte
network
owned
statea
KET is
our belts now in anticipation of
progional
educat
asts
broadc
that,
possible budget cuts for next
used in public and private
rams
year."
s, programs purchased from
KET currently begins its daytime school
its own locally-produced
and
PBS
programming around 7 a.m. EST,

King observance starts
'Focus on Africa' series
By CYRUS AFZALI
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

Cooperation from departments
and offices across the Murray State
University campus in scheduling
the "Focus on Africa" series will
bring a wide variety of cultural
events throughout the semester.
"We always have the celebration
of black history in February. This
year we wanted to take it back to
the African influence on America.
Plus we had the art exhibit from
Berea College coming in for this
TO SUBSCRIBE:- 753-1916
month and next We planned events
• • • •
around the African theme," said
Subscribers who have not
Doris Clark, director of minority
ered
-deliv
home
their
ed
receiv
student affairs at MSU.
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Monday night's candlelight
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
march commemorating the late Dr.
through Friday or by 3:30
Martin Luther King Jr.'s birthday
p.m. Saturday are urged to
and a play entitled "Martin Luther
call 753-1916 between 5:30-6
King: The Story of a Dream" prep.m. Monday-Friday or 3:30-4
sented by The Advanced Theatre
p.m. Saturday.
Company from Louisville were
also part of the programming.
Regular office hours are 8
"We had a really good turnout at
a.m.-5 p.m. Monday-Friday; 8
the march. Several community
a.m.-noon Saturday.
members and a mixture of students

representing the university
attended. We also had a lot of
faculty members present. The students felt good because they had so
much support," she said.
An African-American dinner has
been set for Thursday in MSU's
Winslow Cafeteria. Displays will
be set up describing black leaders
and the Voices of Praise gospel
choir has been tentatively scheduled. The cost is $5 per person
which includes dinner.
Clark said if this year's program
is successful, something similiar
involving organizations throughout
the campus might be scheduled.
"We're trying to build on it and
have a program before it next
year," Clark said.
Among the upcoming events in
the series are:
•A gospel extravaganza Sunday,
Jan. 26 at 5 p.m.
•"Preparing For a Truly Multicultural Society," a program featuring
seminars on stress management and
women's issues as well as sensitivity training. The program is scheduled for Jan. 29.
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local
y and administration personnel and members of the
r
Approximately 50 Murray State students, facult
Luthe
n
Marti
Dr.
of
Monday night in commemoration
community participated in the candlelight march
.
month
the
ghout
throu
' series continues
King Jr.'s birthday. Murray State's 'Focus on Africa

Middle-class tax cut top priority for nearly 40 percent

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
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Monday's winning numbers
selected ,hy the Kentucky Lottery: Pick 3: 8-6-7 (eight, six,
seven)

By KAREN BALL
Assectstied Press Winter

WASHINGTON — Nearly 40
percent of Americans think taxing
the middle class less and the
wealthy more should be a top economic priority, according to a poll
released today.
Investment in eduction, such as
making college loans available to
everyone, and expanded job training followed as the top priority of
18 percent of the respondents,
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Stoll SO

America."
The poll of registered voters was
based on 1,000 telephone interviews conducted Dec. 2-6. It had a
margin of error of 3 percentage
points.
When asked their top priority for
economic policies, 38 percent
favored middle class tax cuts,
coupled with making the wealthy
and corporations pay their fair
share.
Eighteen percent said investing
in education; 14 percent cited

according to the poll by GreenbergLake, a Washington firm.
The poll was released by a coalition called The Campaign for New
Priorities, which is launching a
two-year drive to reset federal
budget priorities.
The group includes the National
Education Association, the U.S.
Conference of Mayors, the
Women's Legal Defense Fund and
other groups. It is starting its campaign this week with a national
television spot called "Reinvest in

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Philip Thompson acknowledges
that what Kentuckians know about
their senior senator, Wendell Ford,
they like.
Thompson hopes to show them
the other side.
Thompson on Monday became
the first Republican to formally
announce his intention to keep
Ford from a fourth term in the U.S.
Senate

BURGLARY REPORTED TO MPD
Deborah Stubblefield of 901 Northwood Drive reported a burglary Jan. 17.
According to Stubblefield. she returned home around 10:45 p.m. to find that
someone had kicked in her back door Nothing was found to be missing at
the time

CCFR RESPONDS TO FIRE
At 2:30 p.m. Monday, the Calloway County Fire and Rescue responded to a
fire call at the Miller Golfcourse on Hwy. 280_ According to CCFR Information Officer Mike Sykes, the maintenance shod used to repair golf carts was
on fire upon arrival. An elbow that leads outside and is connected to a wood
stove in the building had cracked in half_ The soot and embers fell on the
ground starting a fire The fire then ignited the back wall and had traveled to
the ceiling when firemen got there. Firefighters made an interior attack and
extinguished it With damage being confined to the back wall and ceiling.
Two trucks and nine firemen responded.
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FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Carol Hubbard today filed as a candidate for Congress, opposing U.S.
Rep. Chris Perkins of Hindman in
the Democratic primary.
If she is elected, Congress would
have a husband-wife combination:
U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard represents western Kentucky's 1st
District.
Perkins has been in Congress
since 1984, when he won a special
election for the seat his late father,
U.S. Rep. Carl D. Perkins, had held
since 1948.
The elder Perkins was revered in
his old 7th District, made up of
Appalachian counties depended on
the federal health and nutritional
programs he championed.

GAS THEFTS REPORTED
Minit Mart, located on 641 North, reported a drive-off at 10:56 p.m. on Jan.
17. According to the attendant, a dark-colored pickup drove off without paying for $26 in gas. In a separate incident, Jr. Food Mart at Fourth and
Chestnut reported that a man pumped $10 in gas around 4:30 p.m. Jan. 19
then left without paying He was driving a small, navy blue pickup with tinted
windows

MAILBOXES VANDALIZED
According to reports, James Outland of 2100 Brookhaven, reported that
sometime during the night of Jan. 17, vandals destroyed his mail box. This
incident and others like it are being investigated by the Murray Police
Department. Ronnie McNutt of 1209 Doran Road, reported that someone
shot several holes in his mail box sometime during the night of Jan. 19.

VEHICLES VANDALIZED
Cain's Inc. reported that someone broke the right, back window out of a
vehicle on their lot Jan. 19. Witnesses saw the person responsible and the
investigation is continuing. Jimmy Wynn of 1500 Canterberry Drive reported
that on Jan. 20 around 3:16 a.m., someone used a stick of stove wood to
break the driver's side window from his vehicle while it was parked in the
driveway. Nothing was taken from the vehicle.

Supreme Court to resolve...

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

UPS Pick-Up
Dail‘ NIonday - Friday

Ship V1 eekl

been that they would not use the
Pennsylvania case to overturn Roe
vs. Wade.
"It sounds as if what they're
saying is that they will rule on
those restrictions, which if they arc
upheld, those restrictions will allow
them to restrict abortions in that
way all across the country."
Today's action means the justices will announce a decision by
July, putting the issue right in the
middle of the presidential election
campaign.
Abortion rights advocates had
hoped a decision reversing Roe vs.
Wade, which they consider inevitable, would spark a pro-choice,
backlash in this year's presidential,
congressional and state elections.
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for deficit reduction; 19 percent
opted for a middle-class tax cut; 15
percent wanted it to be spent on
those in need; and 9 percent said it
should go for business tax
incentives.
"People consider the defense
money an investment; they're
reluctant just to give it back to
themselves in the form of a tax
cut," said Stanley Greenberg, half
of the polling team. Greenberg also
conducts polls for Democratic presidential candidate Bill Clinton.

"Senator Ford is a good-natured,
generally likeable guy," Thompson
said during a news conference at
the Capitol.
But Thompson also said KenLucky voters don't have a real grasp
of Ford's record in Washington,
which he described as freespending and liberal.
"It is with this area of job performance that I disagree with Mr.
Ford," Thompson said.

Ford first went to the Senate in
1974 and has demolished his two
previous re-election challengers by
a margin of at least 29 percent.
Ford, a former governor, has never
lost an election in Kentucky.
Thompson, 51, was president of
the Kentucky Chamber of Cornmerce from 1971-84. He then spent
nearly two years as executive
director of the Kentucky Republican Party.

Hubbard's wife files to run against Perkins

To Tisch all departments of tee newspaper
phone '55i16

health care reform; 12 percent
called for increased domestic
spending to help the needy; 10 percent said expanded foreign trade;
and 7 percent said tax incentives
for business.
However, the responses were
slightly different when the question
was asked a different way.
When asked how the nation
should spend money saved through
defense cuts, 32 percent favored
investment in education and job
training; 23 percent wanted it to go

Thompson seeks nomination against Ford

Local News Roundup
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of that five-justice majority have
since retired.
The justices said they will limit
their review to the validity of the
Pennsylvania law's definition of
medical emergency, its informed consent provision, its reporting
requirements and the spousalnotice provision.
It now appears possible the court
could decide the constitutionality
of the Pennsylvania law without
eroding Roe vs. Wade any more
dramatically than it did in 1989.
Jacquelynn Brinkley, director of
public affairs for Planned Parenthood of Southeastern Pennsylvania,
said. "My feeling all along has

Professor's education...
we are teaching," Loberger said.
of Civilization in two years and for "He has a sheer, unabashed love of
fun worked his way through the literature.
"I think he keeps us humble,"
entire Carroll County Library.
"I don't know if we can point to Loberger laughed. "We don't have
him and say 'It can be done by an the ability to absorb it like he
average person' because he's a cut does."
Now that books have provided
above the rest of us," Loberger
said. "We would all be victims if Allen with a world full of opporwe were placed in his tunities, what would he like to do
now?
circumstances.'
"I wouldn't mind at all sraying at
Today, Allen said he tries to
instill the same sort of love of MSU (to teach), to get some kind
reading into his English and of permanent arrangement," Allen
humanics students at MSU.
said. "Maybe get my poetry pub"I try to encourage enthusiasm," lished. I have some feelers out."
Allen said. "These books are full of
Seemingly low aspirations for
life — they're about life."
someone who has come so far.
"It's probably beneficial to the
"Books have been his friends,"
rest of us (professors) to have a Loberger said. "Why wouldn't he
person here who has a nearly wor- want to live with them the rest of
shipful attitude toward the works his life?"

(on!'d from page 11

Sally Hopkins Wants to SAVE You

$19,692.00
That s what ‘ou'd save on a $so,000 30-year mortgage
refinanced at S.75"., Ili from .10.25% Ark. Plus,Sally is an
e,,wert at refinancing. Her job is to make the whole
process easy for you. If we were you, we'd bank with us!

The younger Perkins "inherited
a position from his father," Mrs.
Hubbard said today. "I think that's
the way he's treated it — as a position, not a job."
From her vantage point in
Washington, D.C., "I've seen how

little Mr. Perkins has done to help
that area," she said.
When Kentucky lost ono of its
seven congressional seats, Perkins
was placed in a reconfigured 5th
District with Republican U.S. Rep.
Harold "Hal" Rogers of Somerset.

Study gives GED falling grade
CHICAGO (AP) — Stay in school, say researchers who found that
those who earn a high school equivalency diploma fare no better in the
job market than dropouts.
"There is no cheap substitute for classroom instruction," the
researchers wrote.
Dropouts and recipients of the General Educational Development
certificate "have comparably poor wages, earnings, hours of work,
unemployment experiences and job tenure," said the study led by University of Chicago economist James Heckman. The study excluded
women but Heckman said another study suggests the same phenomenon affects them.
A growing number of people take the GED exam instead of completing high school, and government agencies increasingly pitch the exam
"as a means of getting low-income levels out of poverty," Heckman
said Monday.
"There's no evidence that it helps," he said.
The study is to be published this summer in the university's Journal
of Labor Economics.
According to the study, the number of high school certificates
awarded through equivalency exams nearly tripled from 1968 through
1987. Most GED exam-takers are minorities.
Of the 763,618 people who took the exam in 1990, 431,225 passed,
according to the American Council on Education, the private, nonprofit organization that produces the 7Y2 -hour test
David Merkowitz, spokesman for council, said the organization
strongly disputes the findings.
"In education circles these things cause a stir because these guys arc
clearly going after one of the major programs ... for high school dropouts,' he said.
The study examined data on 5,000 men in their mid- to late 20s who
took the exam nationwide in the mid-1980s. Their employment status
was compared with that of high school dropouts and graduates.
At age 25, GED recipients earned an average of $3,800 a year, compared with $3,300 for dropouts and $4,930 for high school graduates,
Heckman said.
Of GED recipients who had jobs before they passed, 58 percent had
not advanced two years after receiving the GED certificate. And by age
28, GED recipients spent more than twice as much time unemployed as
graduates.
"The idea that we can test on an exam for the skills that employers
value is crazy. It doesn't really test market skills," said Heckman.
Merkowitz said his office has been contacted by GED administrators
who are "outraged by the study" and its "seeming ideological or
political bias."
He said the council has talked with many employers who "not only
accept the GED as an equivalent of a high school diploma," but also
believe those who pass the test show "seriousness and initiative that
employers can value."
And the study looked only at men, while women make up about half
of all GED recipients, he said.
But Heckman said a study of women in Washington state supports
his thesis.
Preliminary results indicate that welfare women "are people who
need things like the GED and the GED doesn't really seem to work,"
said Ernst Stromsdorfer, an economist at Washington State University
in Pullman.
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FREE. Only two children per paying
adult.
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Cutbacks to affect KSP services
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
Kentucky State Police would have
to let go 137 of 961 troopers and
274 of 707 civilian workers if the
agency is required to cut its budget
15 percent next year, according to
Commissioner Billy Wellman.
He said that even a 5 percent cut
would result in the layoff of 100
civilian employees, allow troopers
to respond only in life-threatening
situations and eliminate a toll-free
emergency line receiving 268,000
calls annually.
Wellman, who also serves as justice secretary, made the predictions
in a report to the state budget
office, which asked agencies for
contingency budgets based on
funding cuts of up to 15 percent in
the next fiscal year.
The information will be used in
preparing the 1992-94 budget that
Gov. Brereton Jones will deliver to
the General Assembly next week.
Administration officials said cuts
are needed because revenue fore-

casts, on which the budget is based, jeopardy."
"We understand that the budget
will allow no net growth in state
spending in 1993, while big spend- crisis is real," he said. "We're
ing increases are needed in areas willing to do what we can. In the
end, we'll take whatever is given to
such as education.
us ard do the best we can. But
Wellman said he would take a
salary cut and would agree to cuts we've got to make sure those
in salaries for administrators, but responsible understand what it is
cuts for troopers are not in his doing to the agency."
In his budget-cut report, Wellplan.
man said that because about 75
"Trooper salaries are still behind
percent of the state police budget is
the national average and surrounding states ... so I would hope that for personnel and related expenses,
would be a last resort," he said. he could not take a 15 percent cut
without big layoffs.
Wellman also contended that the
A 15 percent cut would force the
economic conditions that have
of the Bowling Green and
closing
had
have
tight
budget
the
caused
Lexington offices of the druganother effect — an increase in
enforcement and special crime.
"This hard economic time is no investigation teams, the report said.
Wellman also said that state
time to reduce crime-fighting capapolice
laboratories in northern,
said.
bility," Wellman's report
eastern and western Kentucky
Wellman said even a 5 percent
would be closed
cut would seriously impair a wide
"Without laboratory results,
a
point
to
of
police
services
range
there can be no prosecution of drug
where "the citizens of the comand sexual-assault cases."
monwealth of Kentucky will be in

7vIedicine
D
8hoppe4

759-9245
Marty Davenport,
Pharmacist
12th & Olive
Murray
Hours: 10 a.m.-6 p.m.

Can You Guess How Many
Hearts Are In Our
Valentine Jar?
Drop by & register. YOU may be the winner of a
$25.00 Medicine Shoppe Gift Certificate!
Drawing Feb. 14. Need
not be present -to win!

Read the classified ads daily

News of the World
DO IT RIGHT
GREAT JOB — NOW LET'S
ation has consistently praised

the
WASHINGTON — The Bush administr
t Dan Quayle's out1982 Job Training Partnership Act as Vice PresidenSenate.
Now it wants
standing legislative achievement from his days in the
program
jobs
The
flawed.
seriously
is
it
grounds
on
to retool the program
said Quayle aide Jeff
"has been effective, but it has had some problems,"
another senior admiNesbit. The program has "virtually no accountability,"
administration is
nistration official complained. Whatever the case,, the JTPA with other
the
of
part
ate
consolid
to
overhaul
complete
a
g
launchin
the local level.
federal jobs programs, and shift management of them to
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TRAPPED BY GAP
AMERICAN WOMEN STILL
for more than a decade, American

WASHINGTON — Despite steady gains
Western democrawomen still lag behind theft counterparts in several other
In 1967, American
say.
ers
research
men,
with
gap
salary
the
closing
cies in
by men, governearned
$1
every
for
cents
60
than
less
women were paid
until 1978, then
so
or
penny
a
by
d
fluctuate
ment figures show. The gap
g to the U.S.
rose steadily to top the 75 cents mark last spring, accordin several other
in
Bureau of Labor Statistics. Meanwhile, by contrast, women pay, say Franindustrialized nations have risen more rapidly toward equal
economics and
cine D. Blau and Lawrence M. Kahn, both professors of 1969, Australian
In
ign.
-Champa
Urbana
in
Illinois
of
labor at the University
less than 63
women workers — not including farm workers — were getting
the share
cents for every dollar paid to men, their study showed. By 1977 again in
began
had risen to 85 cents. There was a dip after that, but the rise
the 1980s.

PROMISES ...
JAPAN PROMISES TO KEEP ITS
Japan sought today to sooth-

TOKYO— In a frantic stab at damage control,
U.S. workers are
e U.S. anger over a senior politician's comment that lazy
quickly issued
also
leaders
e
Japanes
gap.
trade
'
countries
the
for
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to
reneged on
not
had
a
Miyazaw
Kiichi
Minister
Prime
that
nces
reassura
to increase
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t
Presiden
with
summit
Tokyo
his
pledges made during
that we will sinimports of U.S. cars and auto parts. "We have determined
do," Koichi Kato,
cerely accomplish each item which we have promised to
20,000 more
the chief government spokesman, referring to targets to import
$10 billion.
to
imports
part
auto
U.S.
double
roughly
and
annually
U.S. cars
were "a
figures
the
that
Monday
said
a
Miyazaw
after
U.S. officials bristled
"
promise.
target rather than a firm
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TO LITIGATION
IMPLANT/ILLNESS LINK LEADS
d by the possibility that their

B2033
Was $21,589

NEW YORK — Thousands of women frightene
franticalillnesses are related to their silicone-gel breast implants have beenanswer is
the
cases,
many
In
sue.
should
they
if
out
find
to
lawyers
ly calling
with the
no. Because of the cost and time involved in suing, only those
be far
severest illnesses will find someone to represent them. But there may we've
what
more badly damaged women than anyone had imagined. "From
watchbeen hearing, some big litigators from around the country have beenMcNeill.
Fred
lawyer
lis
Minneapo
said
area,"
this
in
jump
to
decided
ing and
for a 45-day
On Jan. 6, Food and Drug Commissioner David Kessler asked
data. The
moratorium on use of silicone-gel implants to assess new safety rma and
implants have been blamed for such disorders as lupus, sclerode
arthritis, but no link has been proved.

CE
AIRBUS TRAGEDY IN FRANleast
nine people to survive a

MONT SAINTE-ODILE, France — One of at
10 to 15
French jetliner's crash into an alpine forest described a terrifying
20-degree cold.
seconds of plowing through treqs, then a four-hour wait in
crash. The
Eighty-seven people were fear‘d dead in the Monday evening -Strasbourg
Lyon-to
a
on
people
96
carrying
jet,
A320
Airbus
twin-engine
on approach.
flight, crashed in snow and fog shortly before 7:30 p.m. whileon stretchers
Survivors carried down the snow-covered mountainside
ld boy.
included a 13-month-old girl who was unscathed and a 9-year-o
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NEGATIVE REACTION'
... AFTER WARNINGS OF A 'VERY
ation official cautioned Japanese

WASHINGTON — A top Bush administr
off their goals
auto makers to expect "a very negative reaction" if they back
And House
cars.
and
parts
auto
U.S.
of
imports
ng
for sharply increasi
Japanese
Majority Leader Richard Gephardt, D-Mo., said that unless the
the pressure
face penalties for failing to meet the goals, "you'll never have
Japanese
you need to change the behavior." The warnings came afterthe figures
that
Monday
on
Tokyo
in
said
a
Miyazaw
Kiichi
Minister
Prime
more
announced during President Bush's visit — to import nearly 20,000
— were
American cars and buy an additional $10 billion worth of auto parts said his
"a target rather than a firm promise." Toyota Chairman Eiji Toyoda
It is too
company "will study and consider the possibility of selling GM cars.
them."
sell
actually
will
we
say
much to
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TO TEST OR NOT TO TEST

-

ASPEN, Colo. — Treating celebrities who take a spill on the ski slopes is
Aspen Valley Hospital's usual claim to the limelight. But its new policy of
requiring AIDS tests of employees has put it at the forefront of a national
debate. The hospital said it is trying to bolster public confidence withtsthe
of
move, which takes effect in March. but criticism is growing. Opponen
mandatory AIDS tests for health workers have prevailed elsewhere across
in
the country. The medical staff at the hospital, which serves 50,000 people
skiing
peak
during
towns
tourist
ing
surround
and
this Rocky Mountain resort
season, unanimously agreed in December to annual AIDS tests for its
health care workers, including 25 staff doctors. The requirement would
extend to 70 non-staff doctors who use the hospital, as well as those among
its 180 staff employees involved in so-called invasive procedures.
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'Satisfied Customers Are Our Main Concern"
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Letters to the Editor
Colemans appreciate help after fire
Dear Editor:
Once again we find ourselves thanking friends, neighbors, and relatives
who stood by us Tuesday night, January 14 when we lost our home and
belongings to fire.
We are grateful to the nicest bunch of firenunen you could ever meet,
who stayed late and had to return the next day when the fire again started
up.
We thank the pastor and members of Grace Baptist Church, our relatives and each store, restaurant, beauty shop, the Murray Moose, Murray
Hospital employees, friends at George Weaks Civic Center, Ronnie's
Dance Barn, and people we don't even know.
For all the clothes, food, and prayers we thank you!
'It has been a sad and humbling experience and we thank each and every
one.
Elva Coleman, daughter Linda Hulslander
811 South 4th. Murray

Mother grateful for Guard support
Dear Editor:
Within the next couple of weeks my son. Staff Sgt. Brad Haley will be
returning from the Persian Gulf after a six month volunteer stay with
Operation Desert Storm.
I want to personally say a sincere "thank you" to those of you who
have encouraged these volunteers of 614th Co., their wives and families.
A special thank you to Anne Adams. Executive Director of Tourism,
Murray Calloway County Chamber of Commerce for her efforts in putting
together "morale packs" from Murray; Desiree Owens, Kentucky Western
Waterbeds for securing guest services at area resorts for special time with
families prior to their August 1 departure; the students of North Elementary School who sent letters and gifts to the Gulf; Reverend Ken Stuart
and the congregation of Dexter-Hardin United Methodist Church for the
encouragement given to the family and the cards and letters sent to Saudi
Arabia.
Any others not previously mentioned who in any way supported the
wives' group. Operation Open Arms, or sent notes to the guards, please
know that you are appreciated.
Joyce Haley
373 Clearlake Drive West. Nashville Tn 37217

MSU collecting labels for money
Dear Editor
Murray State University Athletics Academic area is participating in the
C.A.S.H. Program sponsored by Malone and Hyde, Inc. Any charitable
organization can earn dollars by collecting Piggly Wiggly labels.
We are asking for your assistance in collecting these labels. Please send
them to Margaret Simmons. Academic Advisor. 110 A Carr Health Building or call 762-4424 and we will pick them up.
This is a relatively easy way for us to genenrate money which will be
used to enhance our academic program.
Thanks for supporting our efforts.
Margaret Simmons, Academic Advisor
Murray State University, Murray

Wilson explains write-in process
Dear Editor:
When Larry Wilson said and reported to the Mayfield Messenger that
he won't mount a write-in bid because of cost and difficulty to explain the
different ways in each county to make a write-in vote, (it) didn't mean
that he won't encourage voters to go and vote on January 30.
The Paducah Sun ran a story on January 13th quoting Larry Wilson
wouldn't run as a write-in candidate and never reached me for any comment before it ran its article, which was totally out of context.
Voters need to know that the only name on the ballot is Jeff Green and
voters have always had the right that if they didn't like the candidate on
the ballot, they had the right to "write in" a person on the ballot at the
polls.
I have been an announced candidate for this senate seat since Dec. 4,
1991 and those people in the First Senatorial District that know Larry
Wilson, his background and what he stands for, my family and I would be
very grateful for you to take time on January 30 to consider me as another
choice as a write-in.
I will never accept pre-planned appointments that cost the voters
$50,000 dollars in the disaict and set back and not inform the voters that
they have always had a choice at the voting booth by voting for the name
on the ballot or always they can make a write-in vote.
Precinct workers at the polls are trained and are by law supposed to
assist any voter on how to make a write-in vote.
I hope this letter will clear up this issue for the public about write-in
votes at this time or in the future.
Larry Wilson, candidate for state senator
Rt. I Box 106, Arlington, Ky 42021

Bridalfair is breath ofspring
"These are so tight in the legs,
they busted." A young man in a
crisp, tucked-front shirt points
urgently to the strained seams of
his tuxedo paints.
"What are we going to do?" one
of the attendants whispers frantically to the coordinator. "He can't
go out there with his pants split."
Tina Hoskie, who's in charge of
this gala event, is unflustered.
"We'll take care of it somehow,"
she vows serenely, though there are
only 10 minutes left to runway
time."
When the lights dim at 1:30 to
signal it's time to start, two ushers
tug at the cord that unfurls the
spankling white "carpet." When the
silken tether snaps, the young men
adapt to the snafu gallantly and
manage to unfurl the cloth that will
keep splendid trains and satiny
shoes pristine.
To the audience, everything
looks perfect, but those behind the
scenes keep their fingers crossed
that the rest of the afternoon will
proceed without a snag. Seconds
later, a radiant bride and groom
march into the ballroom to the
majestic strains of "Lohengrin."
From the start, the guests appear
to love every minute of the ritual.
Many of them — especially the
young girls — will probably go
home with visions of bridal splen-

MAIN STREET

Constance Alexander
Ledger & limes

dor in their heads.
Last Sunday's event is not a real
wedding, but Murray's first spring
bridal fair, sponsored by Mr. Tuxedo. Besides the wedding fashion
show, there were more than 20
exhibitors, showcasing such traditional bridal "musts" as wedding
rings, picture albums, floral
arrangements and honeymoon trips.
Promising "memories you can
rewind," a local video production
company offers an array of unusual
packages, including edited versions
of the wedding, the reception, and
even a music video with strains of
the blissful couple's song in the
background.
A local caterer invites customers
to "be guest at your own party."
The crown jewel of their display is
a multi-tiered wedding cake, lacy
and delicate. Next to it is a
groom's cake, slathered in rugged,
brown icing with a small buck and
an even smaller doe standing on

top. "The hunt is over," according
to the inscription. "I have found
my dear."
A Murray bakery has devised
another variation, with matching
teddy bear bride and groom cakes.
He sports a snzzy icing'd tuxedo,
while her creamy, white wedding
dress is trimmed in edible "pearls."
When asked how one is supposed
to slice these adorable confections
into servings without toppling the
little critters, the reply is, "You can
cut off the head first."
Some of the exhibitors are capable of such endless variety and
innovation that they display binders
full of pictures that show the possible dreams they can produce for
prospective brides. A local hair
stylist creates an illusion of tousled
curls that would make Farrah Fawcett look, well, plain. A florist will
rent golden arches the happy couple can walk through, and elaborate
candelabrum that Liberace might

Washington Today

City of bureaucratsfinds heroes in Hogs
By MIKE FEINSILBER
An Assoclatod Press News Analysis

WASHINGTON — Washingtonians like to believe that no football fans on earth are as loyal as
themselves. They tell themselves
that when the Redskins are
engaged, a bowling ball could
traverse Pennsylvania Avenue and
encounter only pigeons.
They tell themselves, too, that in
a city where most people come as
adults from somewhere else, leaving roots and loyalties elsewhere,
the Redskins are a unifying power.
They bring into common cause
black Washington and white
Washington, poor and rich,
Georgetown and Anacostia, city
and suburb, Republican and
Democrat.
The Skins, they say, are great
levelers, something that limousine
driver and limousine passenger can
talk about on equal footing.
It is the conventional wisdom
here.
It is heard more when the Redskins are winning than when
they're losing — but they haven't
been a consistent loser for more
than 20 years. Even then, Robert F.
Kennedy Stadium was sold out.

Time on the waiting list for season
tickets is measured in decades.
"This football team symbolizes
what most people wish America
were today, and this is a collection
of people of all classes and races,
working together, giving their very
best to achieve a great goal," is the
way it is put by Carl T. Rowan, the
columnist, television commentator
and fan.
Rowan has been a season ticket
holder since 1962, when the Redskins, under pressure from their
federal landlord, finally allowed a
black player in the lineup. He loves
his Skins, but are they unifiers?
It is true that on game days the
Metrobuses flash the message,
"Redskins will win today."
, It is true The Washington Post
sent out a reporter on a man-bitesdog mission, assigned to find and
interview people who were not
Redskin fans.
(Among others, the reporter
found Chris Marks, 22, research
assistant on Capitol Hill, who
groused, "The Redskins is all you
hear about in this town whether
you are a fan or not. You actually
come to dislike them. It just gets to
be overkill.")
It is true that Washington, a city

of bureaucrats, finds its heroes in
the offensive line — the "Hogs,"
the workhorses, foot soldiers,
bureaucrats among football players.
And it is true that Molly Turner,
24, who's been seeing this young
man in the Virginia suburbs, son of
a native Washingtonian, turned
down his parents' invitation to
their Super Bowl game Sunday.
"It just wouldn't work out,"
Molly said, according to her father,
Douglas Turner, who is Washington bureau chief for the Buffalo
(N.Y.) News.
Father and daughter are serious
devotees of the Buffalo Bills, the
team that meets the Redskins in the
Super Bowl.
Father scoffs at the notion that
Redskin followers arc the most fervid of fans.
"It's kind of synthetic," he
says. "You see, I don't think this
is a hometown. It's not Scranton.
It's not Pittsburgh. In Pittsburgh,
you have people with cousins and
uncles and aunts going back for
generations. Pittsburgh is like Buffalo. Buffalo is a family city."
At the University of North Colorado, where he holds a joint
appointment in sociology and kinesiology (which used to be called

phys ed), George Sage judiciously
handles the question of random
superfandomness.
He has heard it before, from
sportswriters in San Francisco and
Denver, who called in other years
to inquire if their cities' fans
weren't truly the most inanely
lovably loyal.
"It really is a case of every city
that has the Super Bowl team has
about two weeks to be quite bizarre," Sage says. "Some people in
the Denver area painted their entire
house orange.
"To pick out one group of fans
and to say they're more dedicated,
you'd have a hard time making that
case," he says.
"I've been in the Washington
area a couple of times before they
played in the Super Bowl, and I
would admit that it is wild and
crazy," Sage says. "And people
there are adamant that they are the
most dedicated and the most
loyal."
He seems to think it does no
harm.
• • • •
(EDITOR'S NOTE: Mike Feinsilber has covered the capital since
1968.)

Something has to give to pay the bills

FRANKFORT — In many ways,
_the state's present budget crisis is
'difficult for the average Kentuckian
to understand. After all, the state's
far from broke. Very far. With
income next year from taxes, the
state's General Fund will have
about S4.6 billion to spend, give or
take $10 million or $20 million.
The problem is the state will
have only that $4.6 bilion to spend
in the 1992-93 fiscal year that
begins July 1. It's about the same
amount the state has to spend this
fiscal year.
Dear Editor:
And, there's the big problem.
I have been very distubed by recent articles in the area papers concernAlthough the Treasury will have
ing the election by the democratic executive committees to fill the vacanall those billions of tax dollars
available, state government
cy left in the first district senate seat. The first district being Calloway,
Carlisle. Fulton, Graves, Hickman, Trigg. and part of Christian County.
expenses in 1992-93 will be a lot
Being a member of one of the committees in the lower river counties, I
more than the $4.6 billion in
revenues. Perhaps $400 million
can tell you that there was not a choice of candidates. The individual
counties had their meetings to choose a candidate to fill the vacancy at
more. Indeed, if tax revenues fall
different times, making it possible for the other counties to be aware of
below the $4.6 billion expected, the
how the others had voted. Trigg County had the first meeting, followed by
difference between income and
Calloway, then Graves. By the time the other committees had their meetexpenses could be considerably
ings there was only one candidate to choose from. Do you call this a
more.
choice?
That would be giving budgetit would have been much more democratic if all the committees could
analysts and budget-writers in the
have had one central meeting and heard from all the candidates involved
executive and legislative branches
at the same time. Then each committee could have a separate room to go
of government nightmares if any of
to cast their ballots and each county could vote, one not being aware of
them were getting any sleep these
how the others voted.
days. They aren't getting much and
Since I am a member of one of the democratic executive committees, I
neither are the agency heads who
was aware of the unfairness of how the candidate was chosen; however,
are being asked to trim their
budgets next year by 10 to 15
anyone who was not on one of the committees probably has no idea of
percent.
how this all happened. Therefore. I felt the voters should be advised of
Taxpayers are likely to wonder
the unfairness of not having one central meeting for all the counties
about this sudden turn of events.
involved. I also want to let the voters know that they do have a choice if
After all, since 1990, they've been
they don't like a candidate that's running for office. They can go to the
paying an extra cent in sales tax on
polls on January 30th. as I intend to do. and cast a write-in ballot for the
most of their purchases. Their state
candidate of their choice. By doing so, we can get a message to our offiincome taxes are higher. What hapcials that we're not happy with the way things are being done.
LaVeme Elliott
pened to the $1.3 billion in new tax
Route 2 Box 296, Budwell, Ky 42023. revenues the General Assembly

.Committee member: system unfair

columnist

have coveted.
Apparently nothing is simple in
the world of weddings, even invite
tions. Gone are the days of classically elegant engraved invitations
that request "the honor of your presence." Today's wedding bids are
festooned with such unlikely details as a pair of doves trailing ribbons
from their beaks, pictures of candlesticks with candles emitting starlike flames, twin love knots intertwined with strings of pearls and
magnolia blossoms.
One young woman attending the
fair with her mother admits that
they have recently seen the film
"Father of the Bride" in which a
"simple" wedding ends up costing
$250 per person."My husband kept
saying, 'This isn't true is it?" the
mother says.
With the cost of the averagewedding running close to $10,000,
brides-to-be might take the advice
of a bridal fair attendee who recently got married for the second time.
"I had a theme wedding," she said.
"I wore a poodle skirt." She asserts
that her 50's-style nuptials were
not only fun, but cheap.
A mock wedding, featuring the
current Mrs. Kentucky, Keni Simmons, was the climax of the afternoon. The ceremony was followed
by a reception, catered by Sue's
All Occasions.

AGREE OR

NoT

S.C. Van Curon and Todd Duvall
Syndicated

columnists

ernment and not anticipated two
raised two years ago?
years ago.
In fact, much of it did go to
Ordinarily, most of the additionfinance the initial education reform
programs, a lot of it for teacher pay al costs of government — educaraises and to equalize the amount tion reform, Medicaid, new prison
of money available for schools in construction required by a growing
poor districts with that in wealthier inmate population — would be
districts. However, even that his- financed through natural growth in
toric tax increase wasn't enough to state tax revenues. As people make
finance fully the entire education higher taxable salaries and as
reform program. Much more prices of taxable goods increase,
money will be needed in 1992-93. state revenues naturally increase.
Because of the national and state
Gov. Brereton Jones and the
General Assembly leadership are economic recession and other facfirmly committed to continue refi- tors, there won't be any growth in
nancing the reform programs, even tax revenues in the next fiscal year.
though some facets may have to be Right now, prayers are being
offered that there will be growth in
delayed for a year or two.
cost
1993-94, the second year of the
enormous
the
is
there
Then,
of funding the stac's Medicaid state's budget biennium.
It's much like a family with a
health-care program for the poor, a
cost mandated by the federal gov- fixed income and no pay raise for a

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the
writer's address and telephone number included in case verification is
necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right to condense or reject any letter.
Letters should be addressed to: Utter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.
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year and all of a sudden the old car
dies in the driveway and must be
replaced, the roof springs a major
leak and the cost of living goes up
with inflation. Something has to
give to pay all the bills.
In the case of state government,
the give will come from state
employees, teachers and university
faculty without a pay raise in
1992-93. It will come by reducing
the state's payroll, although Jones
says large-scale layoffs will be a
last resort Some programs and services will have to be cut, others
will be eliminated altogether.
It won't be easy and it certainly
won't be painless. A 10 percent cut
in the budget of the Cabinet for
Human Resources — the giant
agency that does everything from
caring for poor children to registering new birth certificates — would
amount to $100 million less for
social services. And, when unemployment is up and the economy is
bad, there is a need for more social
services, not less.
There, of course, is the real
problem. Hard economic times usually mean a need for more government spending on a broad front to
help those most affected, to take up
where local governments leave off
and to help stimulate economic
recovery.

There's fat in every budget, of
course, that can be trimmed. But,
confused taxpayers might look at it
this way: Imagine having to cut
your annual spending by 15 percent
and no credit-card charges allowed.
That's what's going on in Frankfort
right now and it isn't easy.
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John Clayton, at left, was named the winner of the Geography Bee for
fifth-graders at North Calloway Elementary. John will go on to participate in the national contest as second-place winner, Kevin Suiter, is
also pictured.

PP'

4,1

Ryan Milk school business partnership representatives Eddie Allen
(left) and Gary Flickinger are shown with Murray Elementary
students.

'714

Brad Boggess (at left) and Lauren McKendree are two students in
Mrs. Betty Hassell's second grade at Southwest Calloway Elementary.
They are looking at a "Waldo" book, donated to the library by the
Calloway County Education Association in the memory of teacher
Mrs. Betty Hassell's mother.
right) present
Justin Garland (second from left) and Laura Nixon (far Elementary.
Murray
from
Lyons
Hilliar
of
a poster to Betty Boston
High School
Boston is currently teaching an evening class for Murray
students on financial planning.

Janice Thurmond of Murray-Calloway County Hospital works with
Murray Middle School students as a business partner on health
curriculum.
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The children in Mrs. Debra Puckett's kindergarten class at East
Elementary have been busy creating their own books. Using predictable books, the class writes the story and each child illustrates their
own page. The books are then checked out and taken home to be
shared with parents and friends. Pictured in the front row is Christopher Henson, while in the back (from 1-r) are Danielle Tebbets, Amy
Stubblefield and Derreck Tinsley."

Kentucky Kids Week was filled with many fun activities as secondd
grade students at North Calloway take part in "hat day". Picture
Aaron
Lax,
Dustin
,
(from I-r) in the front row are Tabitha Paschall
Heidi
Pitman and Sanchez Stubblefield. In the middle row are
Duncan
Angela
Urban,
Tony
,
Morton
Janessa
Brooks,
Tara
Banks,
and Stacey Thorn. In the back are Laura Holt, Randy Reavis,
Michele Overby and Christina Davidson.

•

As a part of the School Business Partnership, Martin Marietta reprcsentative Steve Seltzer works with the Murray High School physics
class,
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school/
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Co,
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the
by
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Lee,
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gham,
Cunnin
ber. In the back are Kevin
ton and Brad Jones.
Payton Patterson, Cory Duncan, Jason McCuis

Dr. Joe Baust, a Murray State University professor, visited and talked
with students at North Calloway school on his visits to Europe. He
showed the students materials obtained on his visits and also presented a slide show. Pictured (from 1-r) are Ashley Hulse, Hollie West
and Kenn Duncan.
104

The T-N-T team of seventh-graders at Calloway Middle School had
been studying the cultures of the world in "A Cultural Odyssey".
These students talked about the various culture and brought various
things to share with the classes. The students discussed China, Japan,
the Middle East, United States and Europe. Pictured in the front row
(from l-r) are Justin Cook, Kathy Kobraei, Susie Richter, Melissa
Johnson and Missy Ainley. Jamie Vance and Josh Lasater look on.

et,

v;.
_

Four-year-old Elizabeth Fitzgibbon, exercising her freedom to choose
her lessons, explores mathematical concepts with chains that show
square roots at the Murray Montessori Center.

ary raised $948.45 for
Fifth-grade students at North Calloway Element
thon. Pictured in
math-aannual
their
in
l
St. Jude Children's Hospita
Molen, Josh VanWaters,
the front row (from 1-r) are Bethany Vander
In the middle are
Mohler.
Chris
Nathan Baird, Autumn Ezell and
Stephanie Hester,
,
Carroll
Aaron
ield,
Stubblef
Kevin Suiter, Larry
In the back are
.
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e
Heather Saxon, Kaci Greer and Kennett
Aimee Henson,
n,
Emerso
Sabrina
Austin Wyatt, Jennifer Dumas,
Not pictured are
Susan Blalock, Eric King and Rebecca Carson.
Jason Sullivan and Michael Hudson.
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seventh-grade students were studying the customs of

Japan and China. They discussed and wrote about the differences

between their culture and ours. Pictured in the front row (from l-r)
are Steve Ingersoll, Sean Stonecipher, Andrew Paul and Stephanie
Ward. In the middle are Josh Lasater, Steven Dabbs, Josh Elliot,
Erica Cossey and Heather Henderson. In the back are Molly Melson,
Lisa Holt and Melissa Johnson.
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MURRAY TODAY
Erwin i:, whine/ of quilt

JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
Western Kentucky Regional Blood Center will sponsor a Blood Drive
at Murray State University on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, Jan.
28, 29 and 30. This willb e at the Curris Center from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
each day, according to Dale H. Gilles, Donor Services Representative, the
drive will be sponsored locally by Alpha Sigma Alpha Sorority at MSU.
All donors will receive a free t-shirt and free refreshments. The organization that recruits the most donors will receive $100, according to Gilles.

Parkinson's group Friday
Parkinson's Support Group will meet Friday. Jan. 24, at 4 p.m. in the private dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. This is open to all
interested persons. For information call Dixie Hopkins, speech pathologist,
or Ann Ingle, R.N., at 762-1100.

the winner of the quilt recently%
Jo Erwin, left, of Rt. 1, Hazel, was
Senior Citizens Program,
given away by Murray-Calloway County
by senior citizens with
quilted
Inc. The butterfly quilt was made and
Jo Vereycken, manby
assisted
tor,
coordina
Doyle Williams, right, as
Eva Mohler,
Center.
Weeks
ager for Senior Citizens' actiyities at the
with Mrs.
ticket
winning
the
drew
center, of Eva's Custom Sewing,
netted
which
seniors
the
by
sold
been
had
Tickets
Erwin's name on it.
for
VCR
a
purchase
to
used
the group $294.62. This money will be
the center, Williams said.

Humane Society to meet Thursday

Lena Gail Haley and
David Coleman Stewart to marry

SUIT photo by Jo thirteen

CALENDAR
Tuesday, Jan. 21 ,
Alcoholics Anonymous/open
meeting/8 p.m./American Legion
Hall. South Sixth and Maple
Streets.
Music Department of Murray
Woman's Club/7:30 p.m./club
house
Concert by Mike Rayburn/7:30
p.m./Curris Center Stables, Murray
State University. Admission free.
East Calloway Elementary School
Site Based Council/5:15
p.m./school.
Singles Organizational Societyr1
p.m./Chamber of Commerce. Info/
Pamela, 753-7638, Jeanne,
753-0224, Sharon, 1/-527-9748, or
Rebekah, 1-247-5765.

Tuesday, Jan. 21
Southwest Calloway Elementary
School Site Based Council/6:30
p.m./school.
Quilt Lovers of Murray/6
p.m./Calloway County Public
Library.
Bingo games/7 p.m./Knights of
Columbus Building. Squire Hale
Road.
Murrray TOPS Chapter/7
p.m./Southside Manor Recreational
Room. Infor159-9664.
Parents Anonymous/6 pm.
Info/753-0082

Haley and Stewart vows
are planned for March 7
Miss Lena Gail Haley of Almo and David Coleman Stewart of Russellville announce their engagement and approaching marriage.
The bride -elect is the daughter of Joe Rob and Barbara Haley of Almo.
She is the granddaughter of Brooks and Sylvia Doores of Mayfield and
of the late Charles and Molene Haley of Almo. She is the greatgranddaughter of Mrs. Lura Miller of Mayfield.
The groom-elect is the son of David G. and Ruth Stewart of
Russellville.
He is the grandson of Forrest and Ruth Shelton of Russellville and of
James and Doma Stewart of Franklin.
Miss Haley will graduate in May from Murray State University with a
B.S. degree in Home Economics with an area in Early Childhood Education. She is employed at Murray State.
Mr. Stewart will also graduate in May from Murray State with a B.S.
degree in Speech Communications and a minor in Business Management.
He is employed at Murray State.
The wedding is planned for Saturday, March 7, at 2 p.m. at Wesley
Foundation, 1315 Payne St., Murray. Invitations will be sent.

The Humane Society of Calloway County will meet Thursday, Jan. 23, at
7 p.m. in the meeting room of Calloway County Public Library. Kathy Hodge,
president, urges all members and interested persons to attend.

Xi Alpha Phi meeting Thursday
Xi Alpha Phi Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi will meet Thursday, Jan. 23, at 7
p.m. at the home of Nancy Lovett. Cindy Lawson, chapter member, urges all
members to attend

Middle School Council tonight
Murray Middle School Site Based Management School Council will meet
tonight (Tuesday) at 7 p.m. This will be in the library at the school. Roy
Weatherly, principal, urges all members and interested persons to attend
this meeting.

Compassionate Friends to meet
Compassionate Friends will meet Thursday, Jan. 23, at 7:30 p.m. in the
board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. This is for all persons who
have lost a child or young adult through sudden death or accident. For information call Rebecca Church, ahaplain, 762-1274.

Zetas will hear Lawrence speak
Zeta Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet Thursday, Jan.
23, at 7 p.m. at the club house. Martha Lawrence, director of program at
First United Methodist Church, will be guest speaker. She will talk about
'Women of the Bible — Wanted - A Perfect Lady." Hostosses will, be
Cathryn Garrott, Betty Scott, Erma Tuck, Mary Wells and June Smith.

Team Penning scheduled

Wednesday, Jan. 22
Veterans Assistance Officer scheduled at National Guard Armor
Murray/9-11 a.m.

Team Penning will be held at West Kentucky Livestock Show and Exposition Center, Murray State University, on Saturday, Jan. 25, at 6:30 p.m. For
more information call the College of Agriculture at MSU, 762-3327, or Jay
Cloud, 753-2528.

Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2
p.m./for senior citizens' activities.

Dancing will be held Thursday

Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4
p.m./for .senior citizens' activities.

A dance, featuring country music, will be held Thursday, Jan. 23, from 7
Murto 10 p.m. at Ronny's Place, U.S. Highway 641 South, six miles from
ray. This is a family entertainment event, a spokesperson said.

Bereavement Support Group/9:30
a.m./Hospice Office, MurrayCalloway County Hospital.

Schwan's Sales
Enterprise
759-9701
will be parked every
Wednesday from 4-6 p.m.
at

Art Guild open for public

Murray Country Club Ladies
bridge/9:30 a.m., followed by potluck meal. Info/Eva Morris,
753-8584 or 1-924-5689.

Murray Art Guild, 103 North Sixth St., Murray, is open Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Fridays from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. and Thursdays from 6 to 9 p.m.
Ample parking and handicapped access are available. Anyone interested in
becoming a Guild member or for more information call the Guild at
753-4059.

Calloway County Public Library
events will include Parents and
Twos/9130 a.m.; Story Hour/10:30

Dance held each Saturday

(Cont'd on page 7)

Lula Belle Hodges, right, gaye the program at a meeting of Murray
Magazine Club held at the home of Lucy Lilly. Pictured, from left,
are Clinton Rowlett, Betty Lowry, Betty Boss who gaie the devotion,
and in back, Edith Noffsinger, president.

A dance, open to the public, is held each Saturday from 7 to 10:30 p.m. at
the Woodmen of the World Camp Lodge on U.S. Highway 641 North. No
drugs or alcohol are allowed. Interested persons are invited to attend.

Magazine Club meets

The Fifth Annual Fisher-Price Snowbird Reunion will be held Saturday.
Feb. 15, at 12 noon at the Alice Hall Community Center, Zephyr Park,
Zephryhills, Fla. At its meeting last year, the group voted to have a picnic
style lunch instead of a banquet type luncheon. Each one is to bring a salad
or dessert. The committee will provide meat, bread and beverages with the
cost being $5 per person. No alcohol is permitted on city property. Reservations with a check made payable to Ken Klotz, along with a reservation
form, should be mailed to Ken Klotz, 37726 Alissa Dr., Zephyrhills, FL
33541. These should be received by Saturday, Feb. 1. Hotel rooms are
available at Masters Inn there with the toll-free number being
1-800-633-3434, and mention with Fisher-Price group for special rate. Any
call
one who ever worked at Fisher-Price is invited to attend. For information
8-3774.
1-813-78
Klotz at

Lula Belle Hodges presented the
program at a meeting of the Murray Magazine Club held on Thursday. Dec. 20. at 1:30 p.m. at the
home of Lucy Lilly.
Mrs. Hodges' special program
was a review of the O'Henry class-

24-Hour Program Information
1502 -53A?14

VI"
SPECIAL!'
$3500
One of the Nations
Fastest Growing
Weight Loss Clinics

Intiodes Supplements
PREF. Consulta t
1-..pirr. Jan. IL 1992
Martha Dowdy
LOST
lbs. & 19 in.
In 19 wks.

204 S. 5th St., Murray
Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.- 6 p.m., Sat. 9 a.m.- 1 p.m.

ic, "The Gift of the Magi."
Gwen Healey, program chairman, introduced Mrs. Hodges.
Devotional thoughts on the
Christmas theme were given by
Betty Boss. These were taken from
a book called Meditations of the
Heart by Howard Thurman.
Edith Noffsinger, president, welcomed the members and guests.
Mrs. Hodges, secretary, read the
minutes. Clinton Rowlett, treasurer,
gave her report, and read a letter of
thanks from Western State Hospital, Hopkinsville, for the $30 contributed by the club toward Christmas presents for the patients.
Kathryn Carman, member of the
Resolutions Committee, read a
resolution honoring Pauline Johnston, who has been a loyal and
exemplary member of the Murray
Magazine Club since 1925 and who
celebrated her 100th birthday on
Jan. 13. Mrs. Johnston was made
an honorary life member of the
club with all the rights and privileges thereto and with none of
the obligations.
Olga Freeman, a member who is
ill and now living outside the state,
was also made an honorary member of the club.
Gifts of holiday ornaments were
exchanged by the members.
Refreshments of dessert, punch
and coffee were served by Mrs.
Lilly to the 19 members present.
The club will meet Thursday.
Jan. 23, at 1:30 p.m. at Mayflower
Restaurant, Holiday Inn. with Irma
La Follette as hostess.

Fisher-Price reunion planned

MI-IS Class of 1977 will meet
The 1977 class of Murray High School is planning a 15-year reunion for
the summer of 1992. The group will meet Friday, Jan. 24, at 6:30 p.m. at
Pagliat's Restaurant. Any member of the class is invited and urged to attend
to take part in the planning and preparation for this reunion.

Library holding book sale
Calloway County Public Library is holding a special book sale at the
library. Funds will be used to buy large print materials to add to the library
selection of books. Hardback books are selling for 50 cents each and paperback books and magazines are selling for 10 cents each, according to Ben
Graves, library director. The sale started Jan. 10 and will continue through
Friday, Feb. 14. Hours of the library are 9 a.m. to 8 p.m., Monday through
Friday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., Saturday, and 1 to 5 p.m., Sunday.

First Aid CPR Class planned
A Standard First Aid CPR Class will be conducted on Monday, Jan. 27,
and Thursday, Jan. 30, from 6 to 10 p.m. at the Woodmen of the World
Camp on U.S. Highway 641 North. Mark Anderson and Terry Elkins will be
instructors. This class is being sponsored by the Calloway County Chapter
of the American Red Cross. Persons interested in taking the course are
asked to call the Red Cross office at 753-1421, from 9 a.m. to 12 noon and
1 to 4 p.m., Monday through Friday.

Dr. Doran will be honored
Dr. Adron Doran will be honored at a special program at Freed-Hardeman
University, Henderson, Tenn., on Monday, Feb 2 A banquet will be at 4:45
p m. in .der Gymnasium there Banquet tickets are $7 each and may be
purchased by writing Box 11, FHU. Henderson. TN 38340
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Babies, dismissals, deaths
listed in hospital reports

Smith birth
announced

Rt. 2, Box 84, Puryear, Tenn.;
Shepherd baby girl, parents, Susan
and George, 1424 Riley Hollow Ad,
Cadiz;
Smith baby boy, parents, Judy and
233 Riveria Cts , Murray;
Keith,
Newborn admission
Latharn baby girl, parents, Camels
and
Tracy
.
parents
boy,
baby
Kirks
and Michael, 1578 Everlastings
Earl, Box 558, Hamlin.
Springs, Cadiz.
Dismissals
Dismissals
Mrs. Beulah Brown, West View
Mrs. Vera Lovett, Rt. 2, Box 53,
Nursing Home, Murray; Bonnie D
Buchanan, Tenn ; Mrs. Mary Hopkins,
Crass. At. 1, Box 11, Go Howard
Hardin, Mrs Mary F McGee, 604
,
Kirksey
Crass,
n St. Paris, Tenn.;
Jackso
Mur252,
Box
2,
At.
Hugh Johnson,
Angelina Deleon, 1532 Beckett
Mrs
Trigg
Kieth,
ray; Mrs Dorothy B
, Mrs Nell Norsworthy, At.
Murray
Dr.
County Manor Nursing Home, Cadiz,
Murray,
85-C,
Box
8,
Mrs Dortha Lovett, 718 Fairlane
Mrs. Bertha Paul Overcast, At. 2,
Dr., Murray; Edgar Maddox, At. 3, Box
Box 327-B, Puryear, Tenn.; Randall
403, Murray;
Oliver, 751 Barkley Shores Dr., Cadiz;
83,
Box
2,
Rt.
,
E. Mozell Mitchell
Mrs. Robbie Crutcher, At. 2, Box 44,
At.
,
Salmon
Hazel; Mrs. Sarah Marie
Mrs. Treva M. Jones, 217
Hazel;
3, Box 232, Paris, Tenn.;
SL, Murray;
13th
South
Mrs Roxie L Smith, Rt. 1, Box 85,
Roger Lynn Johnson, Rt. 1, Box
Almo; Arthur J. Warnecke, 1701 John275-A, Almo; Mrs. Sandra S. Wilson,
son, Murray;
At. 4, Box 700, Murray;
362,
Box
1,
At.
Bennie D. Wright,
Miss Amy Joy Todd, At. 6, Box 104,
baby
and
Hardin; Miss Tammy Gibson
; Mrs. Sandra Spiceland, RL 1,
Murray
girl, P.0 Box 6, Dexter.
Box 625, Dover, Tenn.;
Tammie Doughty, Rt. 1, Box
Three newborn admissions and 96,Mrs.
Water Valley; Mrs. Karen Anne
dismissals at Murray-Calloway Fears and Michael Raymond Steward,
County Hospital for Saturday, Jan. 339 East Main St., Cadiz.
Expiration
18, have been released as follows:
Leon Farmer, West View Nursing
Newborn admissions
Home, Murray.
Huff baby boy, parents, Margie and
Charles, 1705 13 Ridgewood Dr.,
Murray;
Doughty baby boy, parents, Tammie
Four newborn admissions, disand Jimmy, At. 1, Box 96, Water
missals and one expiration at
Valley;
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Etheridge baby girl, parents, Mimi
for Monday, Jan. 20, have been
and Bobby, P.O. Box 56, Kirksey.
Dismissals
released as follows:
Mrs. Bessie Lee Baker, At. 1, Box
Newborn admissions
317, Murray; R.W. Blakley, 1514 GlenGates baby girl, mother, Cindy Dawn,
dale Rd., Murray; Joe M. Brando
son, At. 2, Box 69, Springville, Tenn.;
Box 47, Murray;
Kearney baby boy, parents, Barbara
Mrs. Linda L. Clifford, P.O. Box 36,
and Kenneth, 608 Park Ave. No. 5,
Puryear, Tenn.; Miss Dana J. Dodson,
Hopkinsville;
P.O. Box 106, Hazel;
Peal baby girl, parents, Wanda and
2,
At.
s,
Mrs. Wilhelmenia E. Edward
Donald, 200 Allen Heights Rd.,
Box 93, Buchanan, Tenn.; Tim M. GraBenton;
ham, At. 3, Box 99A, Murray;
Daugherty baby boy, parents, TereRonnie G. Hubbard, 800 Minerva
sa and Ricky, Rt. 1, Box 73, Camden,
PI., Murray; Miss Shirley L. Joyce,
Tenn.
1618 Calloway, Murray;
Dismissals
Robert M. Jump, 1304 Overby, MurMrs. Dorothy Broadbent, 878 Caleray; Mrs. Carol J. Kelly, At. 3, Box
donia Rd., Cadiz; Mrs. Zollie Perkins,
13C3, Murray; James D. Lawson, At.
West View Nursing Home, Murray;
1, Box 353B, Murray:
Mrs. Overa Brandon, At. 5, Box
Mrs. Brenda Mansfield, 1703 Audu1296, Murray; Mrs. Lucille Schuller,
bon, Murray; Mrs. Wanda Sue OutCR 107A, Lakeshore Dr., Hamlin;
land, Rt. 1, Box 353E, Springville,
Mrs. Hazel Jones, P.O. Box 205,
Tenn.;
Hardin; Dolphus Wilson, At. 1, Box
Troy Vance, At. 6, Box 210, Murray;
265, Almo; Mrs. Deena Pace, 211
Miss Adrienne M. White, 1600 ValleySouth 11th St., Murray;
wood, Paris, Tenn.;
Mrs. Janice Meadows , At. 2, Box
Carlos L. Westbrook At. 3, Box
213A, Hazel, Mrs. Lisa Anne Free, Rt.
282C1, Murray; Mrs. Hazel Marie Gil2, Box 6, Gilbertsville;
bert and baby boy, E3 Coach Estates,
Mrs. Rhonda Barger, Rt. 3, Box
Murray.
262A, Murray; Mrs. Tammy Wyatt, At.
3, Box 365A, Murray; Glen Sheppard,
Four newborn admissions, dis- At. 3, Box 314K, Murray;
Anthony Back, 2614 University Stamissals and one expiration at
Tracy Kirks and
Murray -Calloway County Hospital tion, Murray; Mrs.
Hamlin.
B,
55
Box
boy,
baby
been
for Sunday, Jan. 19, have
Expiration
released as follows:
Mrs. Melba Ward, 1205 Crestwood,
Newborn admissions
Murray.
Bush baby boy, mother, Amy Hill,

Chase Gunnar Smith
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Wayne
Smith of 233 Rivena Cts., Murray,
are the parents of a son, Chase
Gunnar Smith, born on Sunday,
Jan. 19, at 6:10 a.m. at Murray Calloway County Hospital. The
baby weighed eight pounds seven
ounces and measured 20 inches.
The mother is the former Judy Garner. They have a daughter, Jessica
Ashley Smith, 4. Grandparents are
Robert and Barbara Chesser,
Wynotte, Okla., Cathy and Roy
Smith, Russell, Kan., and Chester
Garner and Mrs. Ruby Gamer,
Murray. Great-grandparents are
William Smith and Mrs. Ruby
Youngblood of Murray.

One newborn admission and dismissals at Murray -Calloway County Hospital for Friday, Jan. 17,
have been released as follows:

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas J. Smith

p-

16Iti at Chestnut

Five Points

(502) 759-1529

\
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Bob Cornelison

753-4703

"Quality Work and
Reasonable Prices"
Pants Hemmed or Waist
$4 Each

Monday-Friday
9 a.m.-5 p.m.

418 Main St. (Under

Frame Village)

753-.9981
•

Learning, Developmental
Disorders Clinic planned
I. Individuals that are already in
A Learning and Developmental
education and have IEPs
special
Clinic
Spring
)
(LDD
ers
Disord
;
written
Basic Skills Remediation Clinic
2. Any student (1-12) previously
will be from Feb. 3 to May 1 at
Special Education Building, Mur- enrolled in the LDD Spring Clinic;
3. Any student (1-12) not sucray State University.
g in school.
ceedin
to
3:30
from
be
will
The clinic
The cost will be based on a slid4:45 p.m. on Monday and Wednesing scale and is adjusted according
day or Tuesday and Thursday.
to family income.
LDD
the
for
on
selecti
Client
For registration and/or additional
Spring Clinic will be based upon
ation, call Kathy Burnett at
inform
of
listing
y
priorit
the following
762-2446.
criteria:
1-101'1111UCHC lll7111Cd

Renee Hornbuckle has been
named as Youth of the Month for
December at St. John Baptist
Church. She is a regular attendant of Sunday School, serving as
secretary. A junior at Murray
High School, she is active in
basketball, softball, track and Tri
Alpha. Hornbuckle is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James
Hornbuckle.

WEIGHT

CONTROL
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Murray Ledger & Times
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Wake Up To Health Plus'
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INSURANCE

Alterations of All Kinds

Oaks Country Club Ladies
Bridge/9:30 a.m.

•

FARM
BUREAU

MURRAY TAILOR SHOP

comMr. and Mrs. Thomas J. Smith of Rt. 1, Farmington, Coldwater
rsary.
annive
g
munity, recently celebrated their 50th weddin
They were married Jan. 3, 1942, in Napoleon, Ohio.
Davis
Mrs. Smith, the former Helen Davis, is the daughter of Mrs. Ruth
Tenn.
and the late Herman Davis of Troy,
ColMr. Smith is the son of the late Sidney and Esther Smith of the
dwater community.
grandchilThey have one son, Joel Smith and wife, Debbie, and two
Smith.
Drew
and
Smith
dren, Katie

Wednesday, Jan. 22
Elm Grove Baptist Church events
include Mid-Week Bible Study,
Acteens, RAs, GAs and Mission
Murray Overeaters Anonymous' Friends/7 p.m.
beginners/5:15 p.m. and
regular/5:30 p.m./Ellis Community Westside Baptist Church events
Center.
include mission organizations/7
p.m.
Bible Classes/7 p.m./University
Church of Christ.
New Life Christian Center/prayer
and praise/7 p.m.
Bible Classes/7 p.m./Glendale
Road Church of Christ.
Oak Grove Baptist Church/prayer
meeting, RAs and GAsf7:30 p.m.
First Baptist Church events
include Bible Study/9:30 a.m.; Fel- First Christian Church events
lowship Supper/5:30 p.m.; Library include Evangelism Committee/12
open/6:30 p.m.; Prayer meeting, noon/Pagliai's; Christian Family
Klaymata and Children's Fellowship/5:15 p.m.; Chancel
Choirs/6:30 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir/7 p.m.
Choirf7:45 p.m.
Administration of GED Test/8
First United Methodist Church a.m./counseling and Testing Cenevents include Covenant Prayer ter, Ordway Hall, Murray State
Group/10 a.m.; Bell Choir/4 p.m.; University. Info/762-6851.
Youth Club/5 p.m.; Chancel
Choir/7:30 p.m.
African Lecture/by Dr. 0. Ronald
Dathorne/2 p.m./Barkley Room,
Grace Baptist Church events Curris Center, Murray State Uniinclude Youth Choir/6:15 p.m.; versity. Admission free.
Children, Youth, College-Career
and Adult Bible Studies/7 p.m.; Free classes/Adult Learning CenWeekly Workers' meeting/8 p.m. ter, Murray State University, start
today. Info/762-6971.
Memorial Baptist Church events
include supper/6 p.m.; Workers' Alcoholics Anonymous open
meeting/6:15 p.m.; Prayer meeting/11 a.m./American Legion
Service/7 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir/8 Building, South Sixth and Maple
p.m.
Streets.

Vize:k

TAX-DEFERRED ANNUITY
RATE GUAR.. I EEO FOR
ONE YEAR. Earl surrender
charges apyi.
is5.00o minimum'

Tammy York

Couple married 50 years

Wednesday, Jan. 22
Senior Citizens' Golf League/9
a.m./Miller Memorial Golf Course.

10 Minute Oil Change

EARN
7.25%

MURRAY TODAY

LENDAR
CA
(Conl'd from page 6)

Reading Room open/12 noon-3
p.m./Christian Science Church.
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SPORTS
Racers on top of OVC with win

Murray State
bench preserves
OVC victory

By STEVE PARKER
Murray Lredgor I Times Sports Editor

By STEVE PARKER
Lodger & Those ewes

NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Road dates have meant doom for
the Racers all season up until the recent swing through Tennessee. After a win at Tech and Monday's contest at Tennessee State, the road has been prosperous.
Not only did Murray State wrap up a 71-62 win over the
Tigers, but good news from around the OVC started pouring
in soon after the Racers' fourth conference win.
The best news of all, according to Racer coach Scott Edgar,
was the report from Nashville. But he wasn't hiding his joy
after hearing scores from Cookeville, Tenn. and Cape Girar-

Mew

NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Murray State's Lora Mote came off
the bench to score 10 of her 12
points in the second half to help
lead the Lady Racers to an
84-72 victory over Tennessee
State, Monday.
Mote, a 5-9 junior from Columbus. Ind., took over the point
guard spot when senior Julie
Pinson fouled out with eight
minutes, four seconds to play.
With Murray State leading
61-57, Mote and teammate Jennifer Parker combined efforts to
push the lead to 11 in just over
two minutes_ Parker, leading all
scorers with 18 points, scored
nine points in the stretch and
Mote hit six straight free throws
in the last minute to Preserve the
victory.
"We got outstanding play,
from Lora Mote when Julie
fouled out," Lady Racer bead
coach Kelly Bre:tittle said after
her team improved to 8-9, 3-2 in
the OVC.
Mote has been used sparingly
most of the season, but has seen
increased action lately.
"I think the biggest thing is
that I keep working hard in
practice," said Mote, who played 20 minutes Monday. "She
(Breazeale) keeps saying that
every spot is open. She has to
rr.ake the choice and she's given
me the chance."
Murray State hit 87 percent
(28-01-32) from the free throw
line and 55 percent from the
floor. Murray led 39-36 at half
after shooting 15-of-17 from the

deau, Mo.
"We need help, but I stressed to our kids that they don't
need to worry about what someone else is dping," Edgar said
after improving the Racer record to 6-10. if you lose your
focus, you'll really need someone else's help down the
stretch."
The help started in Cape Girardeau where Southeast Missouri overcame a 21-point halftime deficit to post a 76-74 win
over OVC-leader Eastern Kentucky. Later, Edgar would find
out that Tennessee Tech tripped up Middle Tennessee 99-90
in overtime.
The result: Murray State stood alone atop the OVC, a half
game ahead of EKU (3-1) with a 4-1 conference record.

"This has been a great road trip," said Edgar, smiling after
getting the SEMO-EKU score.
Murray, which led throughout, didn't have a cakewalk.
Then, they never do against the Tigers.
Tennessee State, losers of 14 straight, sent enough athletes
on to the floor to keep the Racers on their toes.
"I didn't know much about Tennessee State until recently,
but I know that they're not a 1-13 team," the Racer coach
said. "One kid just got eligible and they've been on the road a
long time.
"We were picked third (in the OVC) and had to fight to get
out of here," the coach said. "They played Eastern tough at
(Cont'd on page 9)

Comets nail
30 free throws
in caging 3-9
Tiger squad

Lakers stay close,
but fall to Cardinals
By MICHAEL BANKS

Mayfield 43. LAICERS 37

Murray Lodger & Timms Stall Writer

Staff

Ual 42
18 IS 28 37

ii

The five seniors who make up
the Mayfield Cardinals starting
lineup knows what it takes to win
close ballgarnes. The three juniors.
sophomore and freshman who compose the Calloway County starting
five are still learning.
After closing the margin to two
in the last three minutes against the
heavily-favored Cardinals in their
game Monday night at Jeffrey
Gymnasium, Calloway would turn
the ball over twice and watch Mayfield (12-5) hit four of five free
throws down the stretch to pick up
the 43-37 win.
"They (Mayfield) showed some
signs of maturity when they needed
it," said Calloway Head Coach Ron
Greene, who saw his team slip to
0-13. "We grew up a little bit
more tonight. I thought we made
some progress in our defensive
intensity, but we just have to come
along offensively."
While forcing Mayfield into a

Fondeolyn Garner finished
with 16 points and 17 rebounds.

MAYFIELD (43)
Broom 12 Roos 10 Thomas 10. 0 Lancelet 7.
Omen 2..1 Ls.'2 TOTALS FG-A 15-34 Thieve:am 3-8 (Brooas 2 0 Lancearel FT-A 10.13 nab 22
CALLOWAY fin
Grew 17 Capsei 10 Gibbon 5. CSITSVIIIN 2. HontucliI 2 TOTALS FGA ¶736 Teale-pCint 3-5 (Greer 3)
RsoIS
rt-A

BARDWELL, Ky. -- Carlisle
County hit its free throws and managed to take Murray High out of
their offense and hand the Tigers'
their sixth-straight defeat, 84-56,
Monday night.
Led by Jarred Martin's eight
points in the first quarter, the Comets broke out to a 16-4 lead. Martin
finished with a game-high 23
points for the 12-6 Comets.
For the game, Carlisle out-scored
Murray by 26 points at the free
throw line, shooting 30-for-36 to
Murray's 4-of-15.
Chris Allen led the Tigers, who
dropped to 3-9, with 14 points. B.J.
Jenkins pitched in 13. Murray
hasn't posted a win since its Dec.
20 victory over Calloway.
Murray shot just 23-for-53 from
the field while Carlisle was
24-for-48.
Russell Adkins had nine points
on two three-pointers.
Murray's next game will be Friday at Ballard Memorial.

number of turnovers with a pressuring zone defense and limiting
them to just 43 points, Mayfield
Head Coach Scott Schlosser was
impressed with the improving
Lakers.
"They've improved 100 percent
over where they were at the first of
the year. It's hard to believe they
haven't won a game," Schlosser
said. "Experience is always an
advantage and with a young
basketball team they haven't been
through that pressure before. With
it being a district ballgame and in
their place it's always going to be
tough, but I was very impressed
with the way they played against
US."

(Cont'd on page 9)

Lady Lakers win big
By MICHAEL BANKS

Report

Murray Ledger & Times

Carlisle 84, TIGERS 56

Calloway 61, Mayfield 42

04 22 44 56
15 44 GO 04
MURRAY (IS)
Adkins 9. Alan 14. Chimney 2. Leos 2, Foam 6
Gantt 3, Jellies 13. Wreaker 2. Cahoon 2. Weatherly 4
TOTALS FO-A 23-53 Three-palm 2-10 I Adom
FT.A 4-15
CARUSLE (54)
00411641.1 14, Burros 2. Gtoorl 2. Gil 2. Henderson 2
Jackem 2. Lanter 10, Mean 23, Pearson 10. Redd**
4, Terry 3. *Wean 10 TOTALS FG-A 24-48 Three
paint 2-5 Ft-A 30-M.
MURRAY
CARLISLE

Murray Lodger & Times SUR Waist
el 22 24 42
12 22 44 GI
Dumping their reliable 3-point CII iA.rb.011111AY
MAYFWLD
P3140441¶4
IS
(42
61an
2
ertiOlui
Gray
game, the Calloway County Lady 'C ALS FG-A 12-31 Three-Dant 24 2 leen41
(Plated 2) FT-A
Lakers poked, prodded and finally 12 24 Men V
Calloway County's Matt Price (#52) drives past Mayfield's Shannon
CAU.OWAY
pounded the ball inside against Darnel 16 RAI 14 Shelton 12. Honix.yele eIAtchel Brooks during the Lakers' 43-37 loss Monday night. Calloway made
3 Adorer 2 TOTALS FG A 25-58 ThreeMayfield in a shocking 61-42 dis- 6pantStale
01 FT-A 11.14 Ree 25
a late rally, but made a crucial turnover to lose the district contest.
trict win over the Lady Cardinals
ing mark from the field.
Monday night.
While she finished with 18
Using the play of senior forward
Anne Paul and junior forward Leah points in the game, the talented
Darnell (who combined for 32 Gray was held to four in the first
news is they'll face an improved
points and 15 rebounds), the Lady half and Piercell, who tallied 14,
BANKS
Hickman squad, which won last
Lakers, now 5-5, revenged an ear- was limited to two points in the By MICHAELTinton Ste, Wrttor
Murray Laelgor II
year's All "A" Region, on their
lier loss to Mayfield and picked up second half. Powers, who singleown floor.
respectability points among region handedly beat Murray Friday night
On one hand, the Murray High
by hitting seven of 11 3-pointers.
squads.
The tourney seeds are based on
got a good draw in the All
girls
"Yeah, you should have heard us was shut out.
Louisville Courier-Journal's
the
"We did a great job defensive- "A" Classic which begins tonight
in the locker room before the
Litkenhouse ratings, which listed
County.
Hickman
in
game," Paul said when asked if the ly," Calloway Head Coach Peter
The Murray girls, 7-5 on the sea- the Lady Tigers as the 10th best
O'Rourke said. "We felt that if we
girls were ready to play tonight.
All "A" Class- team in the First Region with a
"Since they had already beaten us would be able to slow down their son, will go into the
sixth- 36.7 standing, while Hickman was
tourney's
nine-team
the
as
ic
by one point at their place we real- three big scorers then we'cl, win the
Coun- seventh in the region at 43.3.
ly needed this win. The main thing ball game. Offensively we wanted seed and will face Hickman
the
in
seed
three
number
then
ty,
"It'll be good for us in that the
was stopping (Stephanie) Gray. to take it inside and get them in
come
Falcons
Lady
The
tourney.
girls know we can beat them,"
(Misty) Piercell and (Patricia) foul trouble. Anne and LP.211 both
did a great job and we got some into the tourney at 7-7 and 4-2 at Murray Head Coach Jim Harrell
Powers."
home.
said after the Lady Tigers' 61-40
The Lady Lakers pressing full- big points inside."
Lady
the
that
is
news
good
The
to Mayfield Friday night. "We
loss
With Calloway's leading scorer,
court defense frustrated the CardiHickbeaten
already
have
Tigers
them in the first game of
played
3-point
Valerie
shooting
guard
nals, now 9-3, into 11 turnovers
man once this season, but the bad the season and were able to pick up
and a miserable 39 percent shoot- (Con!'d on page 9)

Murray girls ready for All `A'

Fresh Frozen
Food Free
With Purchase of
Guaranteed
Weight
Loss Program

753-9932
301 N. 12th, Murray
Riseesity Square)

Murray State University
Center for Continuing Education/Academic Outreach

Training —
;CE*A01
for
Festival
Fresh out of new ideas?
and
Are you stumped on an
oncoming project?
Special
Mark your calendars,
Events
this is the workshop
Coodinators
for you!
Workshop

7

All-day events are scheduled.
9 a.m.- 4:30 p.m.
Wednesday,February 26,1992
For registration information, call Karen Guthrie at
762-2187 or 1-800-669-7654.

Have a safe and happy holiday season!

the win."
Murray's Mary Catherine Wooldridge led the Lady Tigers to the
upset win over the favored Lady
Tigers scoring 24 points in the
75-71 win at Tiger gym.
However, tommorrow's game
will be at Hickman County, as the
Lady Falcons will be looking to
repeat as All "A" region champs.
Fulton City (the #9 seed) and
Carlisle County (#8) will open the
tourney tonight at 5 p.m., with Fulton County (#5) and Ballard
Memorial (#4) set to tip off at 6:30.
Murray and Hickman will follow
in the nightcap.

Ga

Fast Tax Returns
by Steven G. Sacora, PSC.
Certified Public Accountant
20 years in practice
Specializing in:
• Business Tax *turns
• Payroll 1Worts
• Problem Solving
Calf today for fee informa ton and availability
of service

Steven

G. Sacora, PSC

Certified Public accountant
Sedalia, Ky. 42079
(502) 382-2773

(We'll Make House Caffs)

Murray State University is an
equal edneation and envploynsent i PIS tI tad hon.
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Upset Monday

Actions& Reactions

SCOREBOARD

EKU, Morehead, MTSU all lose

MIDDLE SCHOOL BASKETBALL

"See me for all your januly insurance needs."
305 N. 12th
(Next to Century 21)

CAPE GIRARDEAU, Mo. (AP) mission, buj Morehead State cut
run
— James Barnes put in a missed the deficit with a 29-14 scoring
State Form Insurance companies
shot with five seconds left to give in the first nine minutes of the secHorne OHIce: Bloomington, Illinois
Southeast Missouri a 76-74 come- ond half.
Like a good neighbor, State Farm Is There.
Greg Franklin scored 26 points
from-behind victory over Eastern
finMurphy
Peay.
Austin
lead
to
Kentucky Monday night
Eastern Kentucky led 48-27 at ished with 25 and Rick Yudt added
the half. The final margin was 13.
Brent Roberts led all scorers
Caadel 75. Barry 72
Southeast Missouri's first lead.
Coll of Chatiesean fR. Morgan St 50
SCORES
COLLEGE
folthe
Eagles,
for
points
33
with
Southeast
Cowen St 15. Bethune-Codunen 73
Curtis Shelton led
Detessans Si 62. S Camino St 50
EAST
Missouri with 20 points. Barnes lowed by Bentz with 23 and Mitch
Florida AIM 78, Howard U 67
American U 98 N C Wilenngton 97 30T
Fled. St 7$. Mercer 64
Sowards with 16.
&dined 15 Towson St 72
finished with 15 points.
George Mason 111, Eat Caroline 7$ OT
Colgate 76 Cornea 62
Jackson St el Grambang St 73
Tennessee Tech 99, Middle
Arland° Johnson had a gameColumtse 90 Lengh 64
LW 115. McNees' St 67
Washington 63
George
67
DuoJeens
LE,
14944 VW" St 96 Atecema St tr.
high 21 points for Eastern, while Tenn. 90, OT: COOKEVIL
Massachusetts 72, Rhode island 59
Atom St 71, Tennessee St 62
57
Col
Brooknn
181w
64
freshman
Redshirt
—
(AP)
Tenn.
Jamie Ross added 12.
N Camino MIT 90. Md -E Shore 66
S Connecilcul 95. Long Istand U 60
NC -Ashen*, 75. Cemptel 06
Salon HO 75 St John's 60
The win boosted the Indians to Eric Mitchell hit a 17-foot jumper
NW tr...Aisne 140. LeTournsau 51
SOUTH
Radioed 58. Coastal Caromns 56
to
Tennessee
send
buzzer
3-2 in the Ohio Valley Conference at the
Alcorn St 100, Prone Yleve 64
Southern Mu 67 1.4errOis St SI
AOImischlan Slit W Carolne 61
SOU4,4111 U &S. Tiles Southern 79 OT
and 8-9 overall. Eastern Kentucky Tech into overtime for a 99-90
Stain Peay 102, Morehead St 100
Tennessee Tech 99, Middle Tenn 90
Southern 66, N.C.-Gesenstoro 65
fell to 3-1 in the league and 9-8 Ohio Valley Conference victory
over Middle Tennessee on Monday.
overall.
Jane Rogers Insurance
Tech's Golden Eagles (4-11, 1-3
Morehead
Austin Peay 102,
in
overtime,
trailed
St. 100: CLARKSVILLE, Tenn. OVC) never
305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 783-9627
(AP) — Toine Murphy connected outscoring Middle Tennessee (9-6,
on a free throw with nine seconds 3-2) 15-6 and getting five points
left to help Austin Peay hold off each from Jesse Nayadley, Maurice
(Cont'd from page 8)
one minute, 54 seconds to play.
Morehead State 102-100 in an Ohio Houston and John Best.
Free throws stretched the lead
Eastern and played Middle to a
Mitchell's only basket came at
Valley Conference game on
back to five with under a minute to
five-point game."
end of regulation, and Housthe
Monday.
Murray State center Popeye go, before Jamal Evans, Allen and
layup gave Tech an 86-84
ton's
Austin
cut
2-3)
Morehead (8-8,
Jones led all scorers with 26 and Cannon scored easy baskets on
gradually widened.
they
lead
on
99-98
to
lead
2-2)
(6-10,
Peay's
pulled down nine boards. For the runout layups and dunks to put the
scored 22 points to
Usher
Van
1:22
Doug Bentz's jumper with
second game in a row, the 6-8 game away.
by Mitch Cupfollowed
Tech,
Ausan
lead
after
a
hit
left
layup
Bentz
TSU was hurt in the first half
senior was held under 10 rebounds.
Houston with 15.
and
20
with
free
pies
Murphy's
and
bucket
Peay
tin
"I can't complain too much; when leading scorer Kevin Howard
throw to make it 102-100, but Aus- Edmonson and Best finished with
we're 2-0 on the road and right on was ejected for a flagrant foul.
See us... your
tin Peay ran out the clock for the 14 each. Nayadley added 10.
Icahn and Fitness Club
tiack," said Jones, the nation's
points
31
with
Murray State held a rare halftime
Taylor finished
victory.
nals.
professio
fitness
leading rebounder. "Rebounding is lead, 32-23, on the strength of 50
University Square • 759-9999
Austin Peay led 59-45 at inter- and Kidd added 22.
something I enjoy, but I've had percent shooting from the field and
some low totals the last two games forcing TSU into 13 turnovers. It
and I don't know why."
was Murray's first halftime 'lead
Jones sank short hooks and lay- since the Dec. 31 game at Arkansas
nell hoops put the game away for
ups for 14 points in the first half, State.
(Cont'd from page 8)
Calloway.
but only had three field goals in the
Hwy. 641N. • 753-4141
Shelton, held in relative check all
For the game the Lady Lakers hit
second. He was just one Racer that
time
went
Lakers
night, the Lady
25 of 58 from the field for 43 perspent most of the second half at the
MURRAY ST 71, TENNESSEE ST 62
•Kicis 10 & Under Eat FREE
and time again to the inside duo of cent and were II of 14 from the
MURRAY ST (6-10)
charity stripe.
Gumm 4-7 2-2 10, Cannon 2-4 4-89, Allen 4-11
Every Mon. thru Wed.
Paul.
line.
free
throw
and
Darnell
The Racers hit 16-of-20 from the
6-10 16, SkAk 0-5 0-0 0. Jones 9-12 8-12 26, Wilson
2-3 1-25, Evans 1-1 I23, Adams 0-3 0-2 0, Walden
and five
'Farm Raised Catfish
able to get the
points
are
18
guards
Darnell's
the
"If
free throw line in the last nine
0-0 2-2 2 Totals 22-46 26-38 71
ST (1-14)
Special - 1/2 Order $4.99
ball to us inside we can usually rebounds paced Calloway, while
minutes as the Tigers chose to foul TENNESSEE
Horton 3-13 3-4 9, Howard 2-5 0-1 4, Wilson 0-4
score," said Paul, who added she Paul finished with 14 points and 10
the Racers on almost every posses- 0-20, Wore 8-12 1-2 17. Manon 4-8 4-6 12, Jones
*Th/Fri./Sat. Seafood
0-00. Johnson 5-12 4-4 15, Beckham 0-0 1-21.
was surprised by the winning mar- boards. Shelton added 12 for the
sion. Murray only hit four field 0-1
Buffet $8.99
Open 4 P m
Burnell 2-2 0-1 4 Totals 24-57 13-22 62.
23 3-Polnl
St
St
12,
Tenneseee
Hallerne—Murrev
"That's something we just Lady Lakers.
stretch.
gin.
that
in
Mod Fn
goals
St 1-8(Glow 0-3. Cannon 1-3, Alen
practice and practice on and the
t°121)1',11bffnnertfee St. 1-11 (Horton 0-4. Wilson 0-2,
Jones was 6-of-8 from the free
Jones 0-1. Johnson 1-4) Fouled out—Howard
guards did a good job of getting it
throw line and Frank Allen was Retounde--Murray St. 28 (Jones, 9), Tennessee St.
(Won), 12) Aradds--Murray St 14 (Walden, 5).
to us tonight."
8-for-I0. TSU trailed by as many 37
Tennessee St 8 (Jones. Jonnson. 2) Tots) foul•—
St 22. Tennessee St 26 Techricsis—
Leading 12-9 at the end of the
as 12 with under six minutes to "Imre
CinflOft A-2.100ist.
with
quarter, Paul bolted loose
four
to
lead
opening
the
play, but cut
for five points and Darnell knocked
in the last six points in the all••
important second quarter as Callochance to regain possession when way went into halftime leading by
(Cont'd from page 8)
Brooks, sur- 10, 32-22.
After going scoreless the last Mayfield's Steven
the fivewith
trap
a
in
"We wanted to keep pushing the
rounded
five minutes of the third quarter,
called ball up the floor so we could take
calmly
gone,
nearly
count
35-26
Calloway trailed Mayfield
possession. °Jay advantage of what we consider our
entering the fourth qaurter and time out to keep
add two free strength, which is our inside play.
would
Lancaster
seemed on the edge of a blowout.
away for We knew if we worked the offense,
game
the
put
to
throws
jumpers,
Codgell
But two Wes
Cardinals.
pushed it down the floor, was
the
combined with an inside bucket by
patient and ran a patterned offense
said
"We played hard tonight,"
Trent Gibson and a 3-pointer by
alright," O'Rourke said.
forward Jason Greer narrowed the Greer, who led all scorers in the we'd be
a couple of times
were
"There
lead to two, 37-35, with 4:32 game with 17 points. "Defensive- when we didn't take advantage of
tonight's
up
for
really
ly, we were
remaining.
the fast break and started forcing
However, the Cardinals' Ben game, while offensively we were
our shots."
Brown scored an inside bucket to wanting to keep the tempo down,
After seeing the Lady Cardinals
Quantities Are Limited! Don't Miss Out!
hit
and
over
ball
the
turning
keep
put Mayfield up by four and David
the
at
eight
to
margin
the
close
Fields came back a minute later to the open shot. We're still getting
start of the third period, two Paul
add two free throws when the Lak- the playing time under our baskets and a Darra Mitchell buckbelt...that first win is going to
4 Drawer
ers turned the ball over.
Table
et combined with a couple of DarOdd Chests
Down by six, Calloway missed a come."
Murray Middle's Ryan Haverstock came up with a steal and converted a
reverse layup with 13 seconds to play to break a 32-32 be and give the
eighth grade boys' a 34-32 win over Mayfield Monday. Murray (4-5) was
led by Ethan Crum's 14. Shane Schroader, Jason West and Haverstock all
had six. Next, the Tigers host Trigg County on Thursday.
.Murray's eighth grade girls improved to 8-1 on the season with a 38-35
win over North Marshall Monday night. Sarah Snyder paced the Lady
Tigers with 13, while Stacy Thomas and Sarah Williams each had eight.
On Friday, Murray coasted to a 62-24 win over Mayfield. Emma Shaw
and Brooke Fry and 10 and eight points, respectively, to go along with
Thomas and Williams' 12 apiece.
'Jackie Guerin scored 20 points and April Wyatt and Cammie Blalock
each pulled down five rebounds to lead Calloway Middle's eighth grade
girls to a 42-30 win over South Marshall. Now 6-3, Calloway picked up
eight points from Shannon Williams and six apiece from Cassie Manness
and Stephanie Holland.
'The Calloway County eighth-grade boys team dropped a heartbreaker
to North Marshall Monday night falling in overtime 53-50. Trailing 36-33 at
the end of three quarters, the Calloway squad fought back to send the
game into overtime but fell in the extra quarter. Leading Calloway in scoring was Brent Anderson with 19 points while Brad Duncan added 12. The
boys record is 4-6 and they'll return to action this Thursday versus Benton
at home.

Jane Rogers 753-9627

C

Racers...

What Have You
Try Us
Got to Lose?
Inches? Pounds?

Premiere

Lady Lakers...

*nun *am

SELLOUT* *
* * Of Entire 1991
INVENTORY

Lakers stay.

MANY ITEMS ARE BELOW COST!

Lamps

$38
Only

As

L0
s
AS

FORD
Floor
Lamps
9
.
,..
As3
s

Odd Sofa Chairs

Incliner Sectional
In Luxurious Velvet
le.1.ow..s kr.
0 wk• weilinOko
nowning ma •oll,
yak MI.0 v.,
ak.00, .1.41 co.. m.o. Er:. 0.011,
In mires Owl
nowki•vowa
0. ye. ow Mak ••• kawkow ...••••• T.
vowo • cwwww1•01 .11, • mid OW .1.0

White/Brass
Daybed

America's #1 Compact Truck
Sales Leader

.r:
oikt•

Only

48

Victorian Brass Finish
Plant Stand

a
r

.4 I ,

Bcged PTA

s28

137

Frame Only

OOP

Solid Pine Bunkbed

DO%
Youth
ammo"'-Piece Bedroori--4

Limited Time Offer
Through Feb. 4, 1992

Includes Dresser, Mirror
Twin NB & Chest

Starting$11
79
At
Choice of Colors

$169

Nightstand /39

Full-Size Recliner c;

e Mattress Only /39 es.

QUALITY BEDDING AT
AFFORDABLE PRICES!
Twin
As low As

1.**141.Z•.
•

*Tao"

ea
Pc

$3

tifo

Full As Low As $49 ea pc
Queen As Low Asti69 ea pc in sets.

$79

King As Low As

Introducing Our Spring Air
Mattresses - Select
SPRING
Premium Bedding At
Incredltol• Introductory Prices!

Rebates
Up To

AIR

Assorled Brass
and Wood

White

Tri

Headboards

7.9%

From $19

Financing

*7.9% APR Financing available to qualified buyers with approved credit up to 48 months.

LINCOLN

•

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury

FORD

MERCURY

LINCOLN

$249

reag,YY.
ral$ one

NV

8119

4-Plece Bedroom Suite
Includes Fall Of Queen HG

.ei.: •

Dresser large 5-Drawer
Chest and Tr6le Hutch MEM(
Tr,*

Solid Wood 3-Piece Dinette

Tables

kla'LlOst

r

$399

169
American Chrome
p139
Dinette
T able

On the West Side of the Court Square — Murray
753-4872
90

Visa-MasterCard -Discover-Layaway

•
'0

r

•

.
,
•

.:;•N;

. •,

•. e

„

..14

Al?'

..:
'CZ
.
- •—".... • r 4.1,e4"-c".1,
;"t.....:;.14.1;.....
:
,
..•10%
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Ywi.(1'
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.ii. •.
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30,30x48-

Starting at

Purdom Furniture
•

t-.1::-::

44t. .
V•4,

Queen Slip
Sofa Sleeper

e t••,•

i•-•,t-.0,..:1:
41
..

or Maw

sod

(502)753-5273

701 Main St.• Murray

Starling at

Big 4 Foot
Student Desk
cry., o• $69

LJe• 4_4„Iv

•,„

Wide Selection
Occasional

at$25

31art

"Five Time Consecutive Award Winner of The Ford Motor Co, Chairman's AuPard."
MERCURY

ea pc

ndudes Doutie Dresser Hutch
Queer
Mirror Chest
HO
Nightstand

Starting at '199
Starting at 8149

Sofas
Lowman*
Matching Chairs

4-Piece
Bedroom Suite

Days Same As Cash To Qualified Buyers

IN4`.::,,...
'
'
••= :.:
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Feud prompted sabotage

Obituaries
Mrs. Melba Fain Ward

an infant grandchild
for the AA Highway spur in Carter children and
GARRISON, Ky.(AP) — Dottie
when the explosion
home
all
were
County.
Tackett says she'll rebuild a private
Also surviving are one sister,
Mrs. Melba Fain Ward, 77, Of
Lewis: County Sheriff Virgil occurred.
bridge she believes was blown up
Martha Jo Rogers and husMrs.
haphad
what
know
didn't
"We
died
1205 Crestwood Pl., Murray,
Cole said there had been drug raids
by marijuana growers in retaliation
Carroll, Rt. 1, Murray; three
band,
family
Services for Leon Wilson Farmer Monday at 3:30 p.m. at Murrayin the McDowell Creek area but pened," said Tackett, whose
James Fain and wife,
for her refusal to let them cross her
brothers,
S23,000
for
bridge
are today at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Calloway County Hospital.
that he was unaware of any trouble built the
Dan Fain and wife, Carproperty.
and
Reba,
left
often
had
water
high
Bapbecause
First
of
member
a
She
was
of
Murray.
Home
Miller Funeral
near Tackett's property. Although
7,
Murray, and Billy Fain
Rt.
olyn,
of
side
other
"We're not going to let these
The Rev. David Atkinson is tist Church where she also attended and wife, Lois, Edge Water, Fla.;
Tackett was unwilling to give them stranded on the
a
maybe
thought
"We
the
of
creek.
us,"
best
Class.
the
the
people get
the Lydian Sunday School
names, she said she had a good
officiating.
Joe Pat Ward
gas pipeline had blowcd up. You
Lewis County woman said Monday
She was a former member of Mur- two brothers-in-law,
idea who was responsible.
Burial will follow in Murray
and
James Ward
Euple,
and
wife,
around."
miles
for
it
the
small
could hear
of the blast that destroyed
ray Woman's Club.
City Cemetery.
Murray.
Roberta,
and
wife,
"We blame it on the drug peoin
Callo1914,
wooden bridge over McDowell
26,
Born
died
April
Linda Bolander, a neighbor, said
Mr. Farmer, 89. Murray.
Services will be Wednesday at 2
ple," Tackett said. "They like to
Creek.
way County, she was the daughter
Just felt
It
...
at 11:38 p.m. at Murray she
was
"petrified.
Sunday
the
to
access
for
in the chapel of J.H. Churchill
p.m.
use our road
Potter
and
Fain
of the late Elmo
No one was injured in Sunday's mountains behind us. We won't let like someone was bombing the Calloway County Hospital.
Home. Dr. Greg Earwood
Funeral
house. It was really scary. It took
He is survived by one sister, Key Fain.
explosion, which occurred around them travel it."
and
Moody will officiate.
G.T.
Survivors include her husband,
me hours to get over it."
Mrs. Laura Keller, Detroit, Mich.
noon about seven miles southwest
Burial will follow in Murray
in
the
maragent
was
an
she
—
Burrow
Clark
whom
to
Ward,
R.L.
of Garrison. But Tackett said the
Tackett said the explosion
of the Federal
ried on Feb. 1, 1936; one daughter, City Cemetery.
explosion damaged a door, Ashland office
time she had been
first
the
wasn't
Friends may call at the funeral
and
Tobacco
of
Alcohol,
Bureau
Mrs. Annette Alexander and husgrowers.
k ed pictures off the wall and
kn
marijuana
the
by
bothered
after 6 p.m. today (Tuesday).
home
said the explosive
band, Tommy. Murray; two grandu; electricity to a neighbor's Firearms —
Story
B.
Jesse
for
funeral
The
family requests that expressThe
He
Lex"We have spent many a night
device was unsophisticated.
children, Michael Alexander,
house.
will be Thursday at 11 a.m. in the ington, and Gay Wellinghurst, ions of sympathy take the form of
said an electrical charge was appalaying awake watching for them."
Kentucky State Police at Ash- rently used to detonate the bomb. she said. "It has been an ongoing chapel of the Blalock -Coleman Murray; two great-grandchildren, donations to the Together We
Funeral Home. The Rev. Gene Bur- Alexander Ward Wellinghurst and Build Program, First Baptist
:a% said the incident might be
battle."
Church, Murray.
Tackett's house is about a mile
will officiate.
re:died to dynamite and blasting
k=
Grace Hannah Wellinghursi
check for
he
would
said
Burrow
her
and
She
site.
blast
the
from
Murray
Sunday
in
follow
will
missing
Burial
saps reported
husband,. MI, their four adult any links with drug traffickers.
'.-noming from a construction zone
City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home from 7 to 9 p.m. Wednesday.
Miss Jeannie C. Adams, 17, Hank and Dorothy Adams, SchererMr. Story, 90, Lynn Grove, died
e, Ind., niece of Charles ville; two sisters, Janice Dickson,
Scherervill
JohnsCenter,
Asbury
at
Saturday
of Murray, died Wed- Maryland, and Deborah Woodard,
Adams
W.
ton City, Tenn.
Ash15, at the University Tennessee; two grandmothers, Mrs.
Robert
J.
man,
brother,
Jan.
governor's
nesday,
third
the
and
Ashcroft
Mrs.
wife,
Alex
He is survived by his
SPRINGFIELD, Mo. (AP) —
of a congenital Esther M. Adams, Martin, Tenn.,
to
refused
Hospital
at the house croft of Gladstone. He
Eron Howard Story; two sons, Wil- of Chicago
Two of Gov. John Ashcroft's Kevin Sheely, 24, live
and Mrs. Jeanne M. Hughes, Gary,
disorder.
blood
a
,
Unicomment.
neutropenia
State
Missouri
ham B. Story, Jonesboro, Tenn.,
nephews were arrested after author- near Southwest
Ind.
Central
Lake
at
senior
Repua
a
two-term
The
was
governor,
school
She
the
to
according
Johnson
versity.
Story,
H.
and Dr. Charles
ales found about 50 marijuana
where
e,
antiScherervill
backed
School,
has
strongly
blican,
students.
High
City, Tenn.; one sister, Mrs. Eula
The funeral was Saturday at 11
plants and a lighting and irrigation directory. All three are
The Ashcrofts are the sons of the drug legislation.
Watkins, Clearwater, Fla.; five she was an honors student. Her a.m. in the chapel of Burns Funeral
s.stem in a house raid, police said.
activities included National Honor Home, Crown Point, Ind., followed
grandchildren.
Alex Ashcroft, 25, and brother
the Interact Club and the by a Mass at St. Michael Catholic
Society,
A.:!arn Ashcroft, 19, were booked
s, the choir's show
Trebleaire
Church, Schererville, at noon.
along with a third man Monday on
had also been on the
She
group.
San
of
28,
Wilson,
culMichael
of
suspicion
c.illarges Including
JUNCTION, Texas (AP) — A
The family requests that expressTennis Team, had tutored other
usating marijuana with intent to man drew eight years in prison for Antonio was convicted Monday of
Powell
Lovie
of sympathy take the form of
Mrs.
for
ions
rites
Final
and participated in peerdisirit,ute. They were released siclung his pit bull on two troopers aggravated assault with a deadly were Monday at 1 p.m. in the students,
to the University of Chidonations
counseling.
group
weapon on a peace officer.
pc:-.!ing an investigation.
during a traffic stop.
Home,
Funeral
Survivors include her parents, cago blood bank.
Wilson testified the officers who chapel of Collier
officiated.
Hicks
John
Benton.
stopped him June 14 taunted the
a-iesia-ana
Burial was in Edwards
dog into attacking, and he couldn't
Cemetery.
animal.
60-pound
control the
Survivors include one daughter,
Mrs. Powell, 91, of Hardin died
Burial rites for Dr. Oliver C.
The troopers shot and killed the
at Marshall Hood will be at Arlington National Mrs. Melissa H. dePoix, and two
a.m.
8:52
at
Saturday
dog.
grandchildren, Naomi dePoix and
Cemetery, Washington, D.C.
A second man in the car is County Hospital, Benton.
SINCE 1961
Church,
daughtthree
include
Survivors
Miller Funeral Home of Murray Nathaniel dePoix, Falls
awaiting trial.
Hood and
Russell
sons,
Oglesby.
two
Va.;
Johnson,
Bessie
Mrs.
ers,
arrangelocal
of
TION
charge
A
in
was
TE
IC
MO=
S:LRLVS
S RSH
RD'U
LAH0
C4
:!44 Mc2
Rio Linda, Calif.,
Texas, Mrs. Marjorie I. Wood, ments, but no services or visitation wife, Maureen,
ui
& WRECKER SERVICE
Jr. and wife,
Hood
C.
Oliver
and
Dee
Mrs.
and
will be scheduled.
Alamo, Texas,
two sisters,
N.C.;
Franklin,
753-9132
Carol,
The family requests that expressTrimble, Hardin; three sons, Robert
husband,
and
Furgerson
Hazel
Mrs.
farts Swims I aokaiyi - 13• ni
Ind.,
is,
ions of sympathy take the form of
M. Powell, Indianapol
%pa Strews Iholden ?SI'S:3C
Bell
Martha
Mrs.
and
Murray,
Bill,
Raleigh
and
Cancer
Benton,
Amercian
to
contributions
David Powell,
601 Main St
William,
husband,
and
Sisterhemn
U.
Powell, Keosauqua, Iowa; 26 Society or a favorite charity.
Dr. Hood, 69, Rt. 6, Murray, Eatonton, Ga.; one brother, Dr.
grandchildren, 33 greatOfficers
—
ST. LOUIS (AP)
greatthree
and
ren,
Saturday at 5 p.m. at his Richard Hall Hood Jr. and wife,
died
were surprised to find Thomas Hall grandchild
Delores, Billy, Texas.
-grandchildren.
residence.
at the back door of the police great
Lou V. McGary
station.
753-7890 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
Hall was surprised himself. He
Independent General Insurance Agent
thought he was at Burger King.
Representing
The 38-year-old man was
Paducah, for the past year.
The funeral for Mrs. Anna Mary
8 Insurance Companies
arrested and charged with drunken
Survivors include one daughter,
Barrow Parker was Monday at 2
"Free help in filing claims
Kathyc Albritton Mize, Murdriving Monday after pulling up to
Mrs.
Churchill
J.H.
of
chapel
p.m. in the
for my clients"
what he thought was the driveThe funeral for Miss Mamie Lea Funeral Home. John Dale offi- ray; four sons, Rob W. Parker,
through window and placing an McDaniel was today at 11 a.m. in ciated. Mrs. Margaret Cavitt was Paducah, Gerald T. Parker and
a variety of coverage in all types of Health Sc Life Insurance
•:
order, authorities said. At the other the chapel of Hombeak Funeral organist.
wife, Bronda, 1109 Larkspur, Mur• ria5,r a sanety of pnces •I can fit the coverage and pnce for each
Larry G. Parker and wife,
end of the intercom was a booking Home, Fulton. Dr. Rodger Eakin
ray,
Pallbearers were Rudell Parks,
clerk.
officiated.
Murfreesboro, Tenn., and
Judy,
L.E.
Outland,
H.E.
Jim Outland,
Entombment was in the mauso- Outland, Jim Hart and Bobby Max D. Parker and wife, Nancy,
Doraville, Ga.; 10 grandchildren;
leum at Obion County Memorial Galloway.
MYERS
MYERS
Gardens, Union City, Tenn.
10 great-grandchildren.
City
Murray
in
was
Burial
Miss McDaniel, 19, 4692 Judy Cemetery.
Dr.. South Fulton. Tenn., died
Mrs. Parker, 77, widow of R.
Saturday from injuries sustained in Don Parker, died Saturday at 7:45
ln•estnients Since 1854
a car-train accident in Obion Coun- a.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
ty, Tenn.
A former resident of 219 WoodShe was a freshman at Murray lawn, Murray, she had resided at
State University
MEDCO Center tjursing Home,
Servivors include her parents,
500 S. 4th St. 753-6450
Mr. and Mrs. Gary L. McDaniel,
4Prices as of 9 AM
Open: Mon -Frt 7-5 Sal 1-11 Vlsa-11C-0lscover
and one brother, Ryan McDaniel,
Chg
Sale awe Cash I Carry
Price
South Fulton, Tenn.; grandparents,
Company
Carolyn and Ken Clark, Louisville,
y n. 1M2
and Mrs. Shirley McDaniel, South
Fider•J-Stau Market Mae 5u'
Lensed, Purchase Are lift *don Rapid Idris 3
Fulton, Tenn.
Boyne Station Receiptc Ad 552, Ii. SS Ilirmis

Leon Wilson
Farmer

Jesse B. Story

Miss Jeannie C. Adams

Governor's nephews arrested

5

Man sentenced for trooper attack

Mrs. Lovie Powell

Dr. Oliver C. Hood

IN

MURRAY

Man arrested
after trying to
order burgers

INSURANCE

Mrs. Anna Maly Parker

Miss Mamie
Lea McDaniel

Stock Market
Report

LUMBER OF MURRAY, INC.

HOG MARKET

8' 2" Ornamental
Pull with screws
234 927/V3(1-5)
2100-059

EXERCISE

Black Thumb Latch
fits gates up to 3'
207 092A/27(1-5)

Does Your Heart Good.

„,78 6,6

i*? American Heart Assoclotion

Ws, Conparod lo Friday LIR War Is., 1.110-24111
WILMS
US 1.2 2311-250 be
US 1.2 2111-2.O5.
SliISMS
US I-3 2311-A5 5.
US 3-4 )14.2711 bs
Sons
V2.11b21-414
US 1-2 2111-3511 5.
Pleablia
US 1.3 341111111 5.
01-3,4.1111
US 1-3 41111.52S 5.
IS 1-3 S2S sod op
US 1-3 311•41111 5.4122.16
Boon saass-n.ss

Dow Jones Ind. Avg.._._-.-10.07
DJ1A Previous Close.......3254.03
- 1/4
Air
A.T.C. Class A....... 551/2B 59/4A
4CP/s +
A T&
Bank of Murray'......200B 240A
mac
Bell South
Beggs & Stratton..--- 4514 one
Dears Foods.....--.-.---3054 • 1/4

p.

eo,fr*A4f.4.44..:z4eI
He4(.4e.
"Where the price and service
.

makes the pill easier to swallow."

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy

Glacial mist transius
cent glass panels in alu
minum frame Opens
smoothly on nylon ran
en For 585/8' max
imum opening

oc.,...

753-4175
Glendale at WhItnell
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 0-7; Sat. 9-5:30

Arrow Staple Gun

tOV

AC SO
0U210
Modal E T•SO
•Said Was orcuAry
nOn oft misty CO
•4, rnpaci p•ashc nous elc
-On* SAM soAd stool bre
L ACV ovw1

Fisher Price....--....—..391/s +
Ford Motor.....-...-.---32'14 + 1/s
• 11.
General Electric
General Motors -.-.-..-333/4 • Vs
Goodyear

• 3/4

Ingersoll

• s/4
- 3/4
-

Ky.
Kroger
453/5 + 1/4
LG&
+ 'Is
McDosalds
+
J.C.
Peoples First's ..... 23'48 24"/4A
Quaker Oats....-._.......701/4 + 1/4
- 'Is
Schering-Plough
• )/4
Sears
+ 1/4
Time Warser..-...-.--933/4 + 114
Wel-

551/4 • 14

1991 Ford Tempo
Antigua Brass

White, 63,xxx miles, P.W. P.L ,
stereo/cassette, cruise

Spring Door
Stops

1411••••1 L•••••• S InleAs. owns lot One non
mantes Mill/IPIS SW
—MOM Lyons

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-7534366

Pkg of 2

99C

Adeltoortal
Inkem Afton

.3 Protection
-No mar Tip

Available

upon Request

(411:
HIWARD
LYONS

Our Heil Intestonrin Is V nu.

MYEIZS

MYERS

ttl tstssoti, et1.inn

s ansio

so1

Classified

DEADLINES

are as follows:
Deadlines are 2 days in advance and
Friday 3 p.m.
Monday Edition
Saturday 10 a.m.
Tuesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m.
Wednesday Edition
y 3 p.m.
Tuesda
Edition
Thursday
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Friday Edition
,Thursday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition
MERCHANDISE
ANNOCNCEN1EN1 S
For Sale Or Trade
130
Notice
Legal
010
Want To Buy
140
Notice
020
Articles For Sale
150
ls
Persona
025
Appliances
155
Card of Thanks
030
Home Furnishings
160
In Memory
040
Antiques
165
Lost & Found
050
Vacuum Cleaners
170
EMPLOYMENT
Sewing Machines
180
Help Wanted
060
Sports Equipment
200
Situation Wanted
Firewood
090
210
Business Opportunity
Mqsical
100
220
T.V. & Radio
Instruction
260
110
Pets & Supplies
380
190
370
390
400
550

FARMERS MARKET
Farm Equipment
Livestock & Supplies
'Poultry & Supplies
. Produce
Feed & Seed

M ISCELI

Public Sale
For Trade
Free Column
Wanted
Miscellaneous

410
540
560
570
240

1-8910
Notice

Notice

The Medicare Catastrophic Coverage Act
has been repealed Your
need has never been
greater for a comprehensive Medicare Supplement plan. Deductibles,
co-insurance and "nonapproved• charges can
cause your out-of-pocket
expenses to mount up.
The Part A deductible
you, or your insurance,
must pay has been increased to 9652 in 1992.
For mom information
call

020
Notice

Notice

Attention
Parents
hf you have been apany
by
proached
school authorities to
your child on
Engin.Please call Bob
Kiesau at 753-4226.

AURORA Pizza Magic
Open all year at 5pm
Closed Mon and Tues
4 7 4 - 8 1 1 9 ,
1-800-649-3804

put

Rent-A-Car
S. 12th St. 753.2255

515

Handmade to be Handed Down!
I.1,r i.r trienfis an r‘entni if entertainment and tun
when you host • Longaherger Basket*, %how in your home
of
Feel the qualit!, and beaut if these haakets wo,en
hardwood maple' Each in handwoven nne at a time by
handed
be
to
handmade
truly
American artn•tn• 'I he,
down
F or Moro trtfOrniitiOn. call:
Maryann Of/
Consultant
LON1111011.9/0 B5
492-8566

ik

lowslismer
ts•
Issks
t

, EfTective Jan 2, 1991,

Display Ads
40% Discount 2nd Run, 60% Discount 3rd Run.
All 3 Ada Must Run Within 6 Day Penud
11 50 per column inch extra for Tuesday

SERVICES
Days

280
285
300
310
320
330
340
360

Rental
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Want To Rent
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
For Rent or Lease

270
365
420
430
440
450
460

Sales
Mobile Homes For Sale
For Sale Or Lease
Home Loans
Real Estate
Lots For Sale
Farms For Sale
Homes For Sale

Insurance
Exterminating
Business Services
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered

120
230
250
290
530

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors

470
480
485
490
495
500 •
510
520

DRIVERS. Minimum age
23. '1 year OTR experience. •Spousal Riding
Program. 'Good pay and
benefits. '24c1mile to start.
McClendon Trucking Co.
1-800-633-7233

2"

3"

4"

5"

6"

7"

8"

9"

10"

6.00

10.00

15.00

20.00

25.00 30.00

35.00

410.00

45.00 50.00

2

8.00

16.00

24.00 32.00

40.00 48.00

56.00

64.00

72.00 80.00

3

10.00 20.00

30.00 40.00

50.00 60.90

70.00

80.00

90.00 100.00

4

15.00 30.00

45.00 60.00

75.00 90.00 105.00 120.00 135.00 150.00

5

18.00 36.00

54.00 72.00

90.00 1014.00 126.00 144.00 162.00 180.00

6

20.00 40.00

60.00 80.00 100.00_120.00 140.00 160.00_180.00 200.00

Yard Sale $7.50 Per Day Prepaid
Reader Ads:
25e per word $500 minimum 1st day.
Se per word per day for each additional consecutive day.
Guide)
$1 no extra for shopper (Tues Classifieds go into Shopping
$2 00 extra for blind box ads

210

150
Ankles
For Sale

Help
Wanted

1"

1

TRANSPORTATION

0813

1992 MEDICARE
INFORMATION

Classified Ad Rates

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

Notice

Murray State University Foundation
is accepting sealed quotes for Business Automobile Insurance. Quotations must be returned by 2:00 p.m. on
Jan. 28, 1992 to: Purchasing Department, General Services Bldg., Chestnut St., Murray, KY where the Quotation forms are available for interested
qualified vendors.
020

753-1916

020

nil)

010

NEOUS

ADJUSTMENTS
any error The
Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion of their ads fur
insertion Any error
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect
should be reported immediately so corrections can be made

TO PLACE AN AD CALL

REAL ESTATE
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Business
Rentals

tt,1*

20'x30' COMMERCIAL
space on US 641 North
near Shoney's Call John
Downs at M T G ,
753-4000

1BR furnished. new hospital 492-8662 after 5pm

3 BAY clean-up shop Wa
ter furnished For sale
1980 Datsun pick-up with
utility bed 436-5455

2BR, 2 bath deluxe duplex
garage, gas heat, ap
phances Mictielle Dr Cole
man RE, 753-9898

Firewood

12" SEARS Craftsman
OWNuRSERY LICENSED band saw. Sears 4" table
PERSONNEL positions model belt sander.
available with a progres- 753-6533 after 4pm
sive community hospital
building a complete new 13" ZENITH Color TV, $40.
facility. Full-time. part-time, Kero Sun heater, used few
and PRN positions avail- hours, still in the box Sears
able. Experience preferred air purifier, $20 489-2266
with current state 1k:ensure after 5pm.
required Benefits and sal- DC LINCOLN portable welary competitive. Submit ap- der, good condition Ready
plication to: Personnel, to work Call after 9pm,
Community Hospital, 206 753-3712 or 759-1204
West South Street, Mayfield, KY 42066 EE0fM/F/ IBM Compatible 286 laptop computer w/3 5 floppy,
V/H.
20MB hard drive, 1MB
company
products
OFFICE
memory, back -lit screen
a
for
accepting resumes
Phone- 762-2457
$700
sales and service position.
Technical background a LINCOLN 500 amp welder.
must, experience a plus. Lincoln 250 amp welder.
Send resume to P.0 Box Both welders 220 single
phase 753-7161.
797, Benton, KY.

FIREWOOD for sale
753-9745
OAK, no bark $20 pickedup Murray 436-5560

1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray 753-4109

MUsical
EXECUTIVE SALES POSBABY Grand Piano ReCOMMERCIAL property, 2BR duplex in Northwood
ITION Financial products
built, refinished, very nice
Reand services Metropolitan
917 Coldwater Rd For- 1300 Valleywood Dr.
Delivered and tuned
merly Juanita's Florist De- frigerator, dishwasher,
Life, one of the largest fi$3500 437-4432.
Central
nancial institutions, seeks
posit and references re- stove furnished
759-4406
fill
to
person
ve
aggressi
PIANO tuning and repair quired Terms and lease H/A, carpeting
position in local area. Salnegotiable 753-6069
759-9661.
2BR duplex off 94E No
ary up to $40,000+ Excelpets Deposit $220/mo
lent fringe benefits to in
2.10
753-8848 before 8pm
1900 sq. ft. of storage
dude: retirement, medical/
space or work shop.
dental for entire family,
Miscellaneous
3BR, 2 bath duplex located
McConnell
Electricity, gas heat,
401K and disabdity plan,
north side of town Call
make
stamps
and
COINS
Insurance Agency
restrooms and load3-year training program.
John Downs at M T G
investpresents,
l
wonderfu
ing ramp.
College degree preferred.
753-4199
753-4000
We
ments and hobbies.
Call Allison Photography
No sales background
our 29th year ofservice°
also feature proof sets,
753-8809
necessary. Resume please
silver dollars, coin and
to: Metropolitan Life InsurMILLIONAIRES MIL.
DRY dean your carpets
stamp supplies, foreign
Company, 1634
ance
PANG.
RES,
LIONAI
090
Rent the fast and easy Host Broadway, Paducah, KY
coins and paper money
BURN'S CANDY IS BACK
320
Situation
Dry Cleaning System Call 42002. EOE.
See our fine selection today
Charlie's
Y.
IN MURRA
Wanted
to resume a Host machine
at Bock Rack
Murray
in
LARGE 2tx duplex, just reSafe-T Pharmacy.
etalrenis
Arr
at Black's Decorating Cen- IMMEDIATE OPENING!
(Dixieland Shopping CenE student will
COLLEG
decorated. No pets. Lease
9
Registered Nurse (RN)
House 1BR, close to unrversity
ter, 701 S 4th 753-083
plus deposit, $400/mo
clean your house/run er- MRS. Wyant's delicious ter) and Treasure
Health Graves
at
Home
also
Manor),
de
(Southsi
and hospital Some utilities Available Feb. 1. 759-1087
homemade sourdough
NEW Concord Family Hair County only Works Mon- rands, reasonable rates
Antique
Trolly
le
Toonervil
75 3 40 1 2 or after 5pm.
paid
Station is now open day thru Friday, off Holi- Please call 759-4671 after bread. To order, phone
Store, (in Hazel, formerly 753-8756
437-4467 or 753-7262.
8 00am-8:00prn, Monday- days and Weekends. Full- lpm
the Ox-Yoke), Mercantile
Friday, 8:00am-2:00pm time with benefits, competi- WANTED Alterations to do
NINTENDO games. Per- (Aurora) and Cissy's Gifts
Saturday We are welcom- tive salary related to )n my home Experienced
fect condition 753-4359 and Antiques (Fulton) We
ing Lisa Allen Mattox to the experience. Complete new alteration lady new to the
before 6pm.
buy coins and stamps and
shop. She has 9yrs experi- facility to work in. Submit area 753-1379
estates. CHRISTappraise
foil
in
es
specializ
Pit
ence and
SPACE heater, $150.
application to. Personnel,
'S COINS,
OPHER
Call
houses
Bull puppies, 6wks.,
color and spiral perms.
Community Hospital, 206 WILL clean
.
753-4161
Block, brick, stone, complete foundation,
for your appointment at West South Street, May- 489-2994
wormed, females-$75,
Toyota
1971
50.
436-2714
males-$1
field, KY 42066. EOE kit/F/ WILL do house cleaning
concrete work, sidewalks & patios covered
250
truck, good hunting truck,
753-1016
7pm
WANDA Johnson, formerly V/H.
Call after
Businies
with brick. Remodeling, decks, additions,
$250. 753-5377.
Wanda Garland, is now MEDICAL RECORD
Services
like to stay wt
garages. Fireplaces a specialty.
employed at Shear Crea- COORDINATOR position WOULD
person, night or day.
150
PRIVATE Investigato
tions She invites all her available with progressive elderly
15 yrs. Exp. Free Estimates
492-8481
MOM
D.B.A. Confidential Investidientel to call for an ap- community hospital build- Call anytime,
Call 527-8275 or 1-800-339-4312
Furnishings
gations, Southside Shoppointment, 753-3234. ing a complete new facility
0102.
Suite
Center,
ping
Saturday
10-5,
Thursday
For a Job Done Right Because We
2 PIECE frying room suite
RRA, ART, Bachelor of SciMurray, 753-2641.
i no
9-5.
on
conditi
nt
Excelle
Chosen
Guarantee Our Work.
ence required.
Business
753-0331.
WOULD you like to sell applicant will assist Medical
270
OPPorlunitY
your prom dress? Taking Record Manager in daily
Mobile
COUCH, very good condint
Fam
Sale.
e
departme
of
Immediat
FOR
ns
like
operatio
be
must
gowns;
sequin
Homes For Sale
tion. Antique spinning
in
available
Full-time
d
duties.
ily
business
other
cleane
and
new and
wheel. 759-1954.
14x70 SPRING Arbor 2br,
with benefits, salary com- Murray, area Part time
753-1300.
mensurate. Submit appli- possible Income to DEEP tufted country blue 2 bath, utility room. 2x6'
cation to, Personnel, Com- $51,000. Sell for $25,000 couch and chair $200 walls and well insulated
SALE
Partially furnished. Must
munity Hospital, 206 West cash. Serious inquiries 492-8298 after 5pm
1500 Soundtracks
see to appreciate
South Street, Mayfield, KY only Call Corporate
New. Homes
w/
waterbed
size
KING
437-4748.
1-800-277-5650 or
42066 EEO/M/F/V/H.
40% Off
bookcase, mirrored headal - Commercial
Residenti
1-800-733-5650.
Other Items
board Super single with 1988, 14x70, 3br, 2 bath
13 IMMEDIATE OPENs - Metal Pole Barns
Addition
1/2 1/2 1/2
Nice home with lot and
drawers 753-5484
INGS. NEED a job? A
extras_ 753-0218 or
GED? Hope for the future?
15 Yrs. Experience • Free Estimates
oak China Cabinet
New Life
SOLID
753-5592.
You may quality if: 'You do
Went
.
753-4663
$500.
Like new,
Bookstore
PHONE
Route 1, Box 1390
not have your GED or high
To Buy
1988 14x70 CUSTOM built,
408 Maln St.
7-3026
SOLID oak couch with
school diploma; You are
502-43
42025
Ky.
,
Benton
2br, 2 bath, cathedral ceilmatching swivel rocker.
between the ages of 16 & ANTIQUES by the piece o
and
floors
wood
solid
ings,
21. We are an E.O.E. This collections Call 753-9433 Large oversized couch.
cabinets, jacuzzi Very
on
Moving, must sell.
project is funded by the after 5pm
must see to apprecisharp,
Help
Western Kentucky Private CASH for mobile home 328-8472.
ate Take over payments,
Wanted
Industry Council- J T.P.A. tires $7-$12 each
$180/mo. Leave message,
Call J T.P.A Out Of School 527-2932
ATTENTION Excellent in
753-4260
8
7
9
3
5
3
7
General Repairs, Painting and Papering
come for home assembly
used
good,
for
paid
CASH
m
3BR double-wide w/two
Vinyl Siding and Replacement Windows
work INFO 504-646-1700 8a m.-1130a
rifles, pistols, shotguns
out-buildings on 1 acre of
DEPT P2021
Oak
sale,
for
OD
FIREWO
Decks, Patios and Storage Buildings
Goods,
Sporting
Benson
New well, septic tank
to order land
Roofing and Welding
BE on T.V. Many needed WELDERS Pass in-house 519 S. Hwy 641, Murray. and Hickory Cut
heater 6 miles
water
and
474-8086, daytime.
for commercials Now hir- certification test. Stick or 753-1342
from town $17,000 Seri530pm.
after
753-9808
Robert J.
ing all ages. For casting mig. Uphill plate test. Start
ous inquiries only, 2-8pm
buying 1960's
call ing range $6.00-$8 00, olEED cash,
information,
for sale 753-7040.
OD
FIREWO
A
3
492-810
Bill,
Rutherford
G I Joe's
615-779-7111, ext T-428. good fringe benefits Quali437-4667
Poles
Meter
GS
CUMMIN
fied applicants apply at TOP dollar for junk cars and
DRIVERS Earn to $650 Thompson Steel Pipe
or sea- Specializing in mobile
trucks 759-4836 or FIREWOOD, green
home electric services 200
weekly Will train, several
soned 753-5476
, Princeton, KY 436-5322
Company
amp. $375 100 amp $325
openings, also part-time
EOE
5030.
502-365Delivered 435-4027.
1-800-231-7457
USED and antique furni- FIREWOOD
$30 436-5598
ture, glass, tools, quilts

...v../ Smith Masonry &
Home Improvement

DAVID SMITH
Construction

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
IDoors open at 6 00J

Knights of Columbus hall
KY 94 west to Johnny Robertson Road
south to Sp Hale Road, right on Sq Hate Road

mule

A11 PROCEEDS GO 10 CHARITY
Morro
/53 0466 PD Box 1033

APPLIANCE REPAIR
Service on all brands: window air conditioners
refrigerators • freezers - washers - dryers
microwaves - dishwashers - gas & electric ranges

Factory Authorized Repairs For:
r Tappan-Kelvinator-Emerson-Brown
*All Repairs Are Guaranteed

753-5341

or 753-1270

Steeleallibritten,Inc.

RJR HOME REPAIRS

(502) 753-0468

901-642-6290

PUBLIC NOTICE
The Murray City Council will consider a SECONDARY
SEAT BELT ORDINANCE at their regular meeting on
January 23, 1992, 7:30 p.m., Council-Chambers, City Hall
Building. This meeting is open to the public and you are
invited to be present to make comments on the proposal. FREE
COPIES of the ordinance may be obtained at the City Clerk's
Office during regular business hours. If you are unable to
attend the meeting on January 23rd but would like-to voice
your support/opposition to the proposal, please telephone the
City Clerk's Office - 762-0350; the Mayor's Office - 7620352; or the Police Chief at 762-0311.
Bill Cherry
Mayor

YMCA -Looking for IBM
compatible computer to
buy or be donated Call
759-9622 or 759-4739

Mi

250
FIREWOOD for sale We
Mobile
cut all year long $20 you
Homes For Rent
haul, $25 I haul Call Gary
Lawrence, 489-2030, I or 2 BEDROOM mobiles
489-2497
in Mobile Home Village
Gas or electric heat, central
air, appliances and water
6
0. Mii On I.
furnished Coleman RE,
753-9898

! Become a Movie Legend !
• without moving to Hollywood •
in the
It takes something extra to succeed
III
highly -competitive video rental market Movie
I
Warehouse has it! The largest video company
•
in Kentucky now has franchise opportunities
available in your area with the lowest industry 111
start-up costs for super stores Initial required I
II
cash investment $50,000 Complete training
Call,
today!
history
movie
Make
support
and
800) 234 3726
I
I_

2BR, fully furnished, waterfront, available immediately Call John Downs at
M T G 753-4000
2BR No pets 753-9866
SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br,
electric or gas Walking distance to college 753-5209
SMALL, 2br, natural gas
heat In Coldwater
$165/mo plus deposit No
pets 489-2372

I

lot)

I
I
0
I
I

.
_4
6
:
P.:VW

I

I

NATIONAL HEADQUARTERS: LEXINGTON, KY I
IN te
v IN IN NI M ME MI MO IMI MO IIII IN

I

FOR rent for storage on
your lot. serni tnick trailers
75,3-4509

••••••

••

'
.4.

Ay, 'of
•
•

III

MAJOR MEDICAL INSURANCE
INDIVIDUAL OR GROUP
We represent several of the top rated
companies including; Continental General, CNA, Employers Health, ICH, Principal Mutual, Travelers, Union Bankers &
Washington National, to give you the best
possible rates and benefits. For "Top
Companies and Top Service" contact
Terry at: 753-4199

McConnell Ins. Agency

Business
Rentals

I

Terry
Tatlock
Licensed
Agent

x.1

f

Hopkinsville Fed. Say. Bldg.
7th at Main, Murray, Ky.
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CLASSIFIEDS
530

NEW 2br duplex located on
Northwood Drive Call
753-1266 between
8 00am-5 00pm ask for
Paulette
NEWLY decorated apartment near unry
arge Iry ingr
disStove, r
d, ved
h*
pets Deposit
753-3882 days
753-0661 alter 6pm
NEWLY redecorated 2br
Washer, dryer stove and
refrigerator furnished
Walking distance to MSU
and shopping centers Derequired
"osit
)01 642-8025 after 6pm
TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1.28 3 bed
'owns Apply Hilloale Apts
,lardin, Ky or call
02 437 4113 EHO

Fag Awe
213R small house Washer
fryer stove and retngera
tor included partially turn
shed A C gas heat
$350/rno Located at 521 S
13th 753-3018

For Rent
Or Lease

Reel
Estate

313R 2 bath condo in Mur
ray for sale or lease
753-3293

PACKAGE liquor store
Historically known location
Newly opened Selling
buikting on 1 acre. license
fixtures and inventory
Come by 1241 Liquors in
Leader Bottoms Paducah
Owner has other interest

Livestock

& sepia
HUDSON Company Sad
dies, Bridles & Horse supplies 753-4545 75a 1823
753-6763

pets
& Supplies
AKC Cocker Spanie
puppy, male, black and
$85
white, 6wks
328 8715
AKC Pomeranian puppies
Shots and wormed 7wks
old 328-8016
AKC registered Doberman
puppies 753-8636
CHINESE Shar-Pei,
creme male $600 OBO
753-9868
CHINESE Sher Pei puppy
15viiks Nock brushcoal
male Champion Gold's
mother Superior Timbe X
Champion S K's Lance Re
mance To select home
only Show/breeding qual
ity $750 901 644 0398
leave message

DAISY Grooming Sato
day, by appointment
753-7819
HAVE an obedient, sate
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
38R, 1 bath $375 Deposit Serving Murray for over
no pets
required
12yrs 436-2858
753 9567
.110

Public
Sets

bath Located in
3BR 1
Stella, large lot 436-5835
after 5pm
3BR 2 bath Irving room,
dining room oak cabinets
ceiling fans beautifully decorated 1750 sq ft 24x24
detached garage 3 miles
East of Murray $53,000
753 0954
BY owner Charming older
2 or 3br home on corner lot
New central gas heat/
electric air Large rooms,
hardwood floors lots of
closets and built-ins Large
den can serve as 3rd bedrocorn $49 500 753 5461
after 5pm

753-5315

*4t

1992 Olds.
1
:
( Delta 88 1
1
0
—1

Four SR terns bariveim Wray
hisytine NICE OS 000
C,ASSC oLD HOME n Fat

uj (stock 01113)1,1,1

maroon Cul pass hwelano0

1991 Cadillac
Sedan DevIlle
One owner, Gold
Pkg. 3,000 mm

170

Motorcycles
NEW Snow Blades a
dealer cost Itea for 85 87
Honda Big Red. 85-87
TRX- 250
Honda
753-4092

Auto
Services
ALL auto repair and sandblasting 759-4836 days
436-5322 evenings
NEW bug shields for pickups and vans foreign and
domestic clear and smoke
tint $19 50ea Key Auto
Parts Hwy 121S 753-5500

1990 Buick
Park Ave.

614,900
1989 Olds
Ninety Eight
Bro.
$12,900
1989 Buick
Park Ave.
$11,500
1989 Pontiac
Bonneville SE
$10,900

Used
Cars
1979 LTD 4 door $350
753-7833 after 3pm
1980 REGENCY Olds, p/s,
pito, Wier. p1, p/seats, air,
cruise One owner tor 10
years Good reliable transportation $1700 753-9400
after 7pm

5 Points
Auto Repair
& Used Cars

Mathis Transmission
Service
753-6374

We Service What We Sell
* FREE ESTIMATES *
12 Month 12,000 Mile Warranty

1990 Cadillac
Sedan DevIlle
$18,900

1961

NEW on market 41ix, for- 1982 CAMARO Z-28 Iroc
FARRIS Auc:bon Company
mal dining room. livin- New motor, paint, and interW Dan Farris Auctioneer
groom eat-in kitchen, fam- ior Sharp 437-4432
P 0 Box 149 Hazel KY
ily room, double garage,
920 NORTH 18th St 2 (502) 492-8796,/8795 We deck fresh ietenor 1715
bedrooms 1 bath carport appraise and sell it all
Platrivieiv $96,500
d hook-up All kitchen
759-4697
appliances furnished
PRICE REDUCED Owner
nal
$395/mo Call 753-1266
relocating to another state
Estab
between 8 00am-5 00pm.
very anxious to sell large
ask for Paulette
otKOPPERUD REALTY
'86 Cadillac Sedan
custom-built horne located
SINGLE professional pa- ters a complete range of on 21 acres 2•ii miles north
rent wishes to share large Rem Estate services with a of town on Coles Camp'84 Celebrity Wehome and expenses wide selection of quality ground Road Home sits
all prices
$325/mo plus half utilities homes
back from road 2/10 mileReferences and deposit re 753-1222 toll free paved private drive Front
'84 Ford Tempo, 2
1 -800-251 -HOME Ext
gored 759 4992
acreage has six figure de
711L
dr. now long
or
possibilities
veloPrnental
.$2,195
block
run horses or cattle Has
three springs creek, ccPru,
Dodge
'82
chard Landscaping inslant 6, PtS, air 3
ductee Woad back yard.
hugh deck. fenced garden.
sp. overdrive .51,795
10x20 storage barn 12
V.W. Rabbit,
'81
CUSTO&I KITCHEN CASKETS
room home has 4800
C UST OM WOOOVOORKJOIG
diesel, 4 dr., 5
feet under roof
square
All Types Of
energy efficient, two heat
sp., air .........$1,495
Custom Woodworking
pumps, 3 ceiling tans
79 Malibu, 2 dr.,
Greatroom with vaulted
ceiling, 3 or 1 bedrooms 3
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
hi bate dining room, 2 full
•Drop by & see our showroom
77 Buk:k LeSey SHand
,
9
409 SUNBURY MURRAY Sishin0 99,
kitchens 2 walk-in panbre, 4 dr......$1,595
753-6640
tries, ri-door bar-b-quo in
sun room, den, two fire77 Lincoln, 2 dr.,
places Closets and stor
Town Coupe..$1,995
age galore Attached over
workshop
with
size garage
75 Old
Other extras satellite, TV
Convertible..$1,650
tower securrty system Priced below replacement
Cotilimatrir Rd
810
Murray
624 N. 4th St
value of house alone See
or See J 8 Taytor
to appreciate, 753-6869

Specializing in front wheel drive.
overdrive, automatic it: standard
transmissions.

$16,700

gL
to

boas ins more $219000C
Bnex tome r awl Prowdarbi 2
Elq 2 BA
nee 25 acres
2444 Dna vtOtid rota% Mos
Wm mei 156 000

2BR 1 bath 3 miles North
of Murray on Coies Campground Road 753-5484

3-4 BEDROOMS, 24
baths, brick. 3 acres,
Coidwater -Farmington Dining room, plenty of closets
and catanets Double gar •
age 753-2223

is
1300 121 Byp,i,
Murray. Ky

.4,/rNv
ASK FOR
BOB
ritt
&pap HALEY
753-SOLD

Hones
For Sale

2 OR 3 Bedroom house
Newly redecorated Located close to University
Low 530's 753 8642

PURDOM
MOTORS

Hones
Far Si.

REtMAX Properties Ltd
Bob Porno Paul Dailey
Bob Haley Bel Air Center
1-502 753-SOLD

2 OR 3 bedroom Pine Bluff
Shores quiet wooded sur
tiundings central KA ap
okances carport Coleman
RE 753 9898

38R, 3 cat garage with
shop area Appliances
oentral H/A, lots of storage
Short walk to schools hos
peal and town 759-4132

.1e0

430

Cu

REDUCED: Family moan
and large master bodrcom eirt
to deck, walk-m closet, 2
baths, all major appliances,
drapes, timberline rod, brick
with vinyl tnm, etalITAI WA.
1663 Callaway Ave. $59,000
753-1152 or 753-3526

753.9181

1988 Olds
Ninety Eight
Bro.
$10,500
1988 Buick
Skylark
$5,700
1988 Lincoln
Towncar
$10,900
1988 Dodge
Grand Caravan
SE
$8,900
1988 Pontiac
Bonneville LE
$5,900
1986 Ford
Crown Victoria
$5,900
1986 Buick
Sommerset Ltd.
$4,400
1986 Chryiser
Fifth Ave.
$5,700
1986 Chrysler
Fifth Ave.
$5,700
1985 Olds Delta
88
$3,900
1984 Olds
Ninety Eight
Bro.
$4,250
1983 Mercury
Grand Marquis
LS
$2,900

SURPRISE YOUR VALENTINE
With their picture & message, or a Loveline in the paper on Valentine's Day!
•
e

•

ant

Noe& •4,

1.1p.
"—
;

tif

C2X0K
Happy
Valentine's
To itly'
Sweet
Granthnom
Love Ya
BTO

Just bring in $7.00for a picture(one person only) names & love lines, along with a s amped,
self-addressed envelopefor the return of the original photo. Or $5.00for(Dvelines(no more than
20 words). All ads must be pre-paid.
Deadline for receipt of Photo's & Lovelines is Noon, Wed. Feb. 12th.

Mtierray Ledger & Times
Classified Advertising Dept.

753-1916

balm
01Weil

Union
Mend

Services
°flared

1982 GRAND Prix
Brougham V-6, all power,
white, leather interior
753-0334 after 5,30pre

* Four Star *
Mobile Home
Parts & Service

1984 DODGE Omni while,
4-door, extra nice $950
759 1922

Floor Repair,Carpet & Vinyl
Initialled. Vinyl Underpinning, White or Slyer Reef
Cesitng, Hatt Tops, Siding,
Porches & Deste
Windows 30s3K
Wmdewo
SlidrnMeru
Diamond
Deers, &nit.
Window

ENGER Custom Design
Carpets Specializing in in
Id and handcarved car
peting Rug binding and
fringing Free estimates
753-7614

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaningservicing $15, most repairs
$35, all brands 3rd Street,
Almo, Open 9-12, 1-5.
Mon -Fri , 753-0530

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Seers 753-2310
for tree estimate for your
needs

WILL do plumbing, installa
00n and repairs All guar an
teed 753-4355, 753-1134

Used
Cars

1985 Z-28, Sharp car
Good condeon, all power.
$3800 753 6063 after
4 30pm
1986 CHRYSLER Mfth Avenue Gun mete blue, one
excellent condition
$5200 436-2151
1987 TAURUS, 85xxx
miles, 4 cyl $2800
753-1140
1988 WHITE Cutlass Supreme Classic V-8, automatic woverdnve, aluminum wheels, Pioneer Ste
reo, 27,xxx moles Super
sharp 435-4446
1989 FORD Taurus station
wagon Excellent condition,
loaded, new tares $5500
753-0387 after 6pm
1990 TOYOTA Corolla
4-door, grey, ps/pb, air, ex
tra sharp 753-5216
CAR Stereo lestallatioe
753-011.3. Sunset Boulevard
Music Murray's Alpine Can

Audio Speaahst, Dixieland
Center, 1 black from ?ASV
dorms.

1987 GMC Safari conversion van Loaded. Pioneer
stereo 60xxx miles
435-4446

Cacao With Dtainsed Win
elt20
............
Wham & Installatian
OBS %nee DOW%

GALLOWAY Roofing Specializing in new roots, re
roofs, and tear -offs
Guaranteed work
502-753-7941

INO Combo Doers
Miller Furnace. and
Air Cenditiorung

GENERAL Repair plumb
mg, roofing tree work
436-2642

Phone 502-492-8488
Hwy. 641
* N. Hazel *

GERALD WALTERS
Roofing, vinyl siding, paint
mg Free estimates 18
years experience Local re
ferences 489 2267

CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Corn
pieta installation arid serCall Gary at
vice
759-4754
DAVIDSON Roofing and
Construction Special
winter rates 30 years expenence Written guarantee Local references
753-5812
DRYWALL, finishing, repairs, additions and blowrig ceilings 753-4761.
LICENSED for electric
gas, refngeration Instate
bon arid repair Free esti
mates 753-7203
LITWILLER Building Farm
and residential set up tor
Large propects Our business a built on quality
382-2214
SHEETROCK finishing,
textured ceilings Larry
Chrisman 492-8742

T C Dinh Repair and Main1979 CHEVY Luv pick-up
Electrical - Cleantenance
Excellent condition
ing Sewer 1210/1212 Main
759-1274 after 6pm
Street 753-6111 office.
1987 S-10 BLAZER, 4x4, 753-0606 after 5pm
V-6 automatic, Who°
THE Gutter Co Seamless
excellent tares, loaded Best
aluminum gutters, variety
offer May consider part
of colors Licenced intrade 753-9752
sured Estimate available.
1990 XLT FORD Ranger. 759-4690.
fully loaded $9500 or take
over payments 753-0237
or 436-2092
1991 MAZDA B2200 pickup, 4cyl , 5-speed, 4250
miles, $6250 Charles
Stine, 437-4475

GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and commercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifications Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate
HADAWAY Construction
Home remodeling, painting, wallpaper, carpentry,
floor covering No job too
small 436-2052

NEED your gutters cleaned
or repaired'? Call 753 0834
PAINTING interior and ex
tenor Quality work OVEN
20 years experience Ralph
Worley 436-5625
PLUMBING Repairs We
work on mobile homes
24 hour emergency, sameday service 489-2525
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255
PLUMBING - Free estimates Affordable rate
Same day service All work
guaranteed 492-8816
REFINISHING, stripping,
custom woodworking
753-8056
REPAIR and refinishing all
types of furniture and all
kinds of material and supplies for chairs Chair canning 492 8714

HANDYMAN will do plumb
electnc and carpentry
Reasonable rates
753-0596
HAULING, yard work, tree
removal, mowing. Free estimates 759-1683
INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate
KITCHEN CABINET RECOVERY existing doors &
frames with wooclgrain formica, all colors Free estimates Wulff's Recovery
Murray 436-5560.
GALLIMORE Electric
Licenced for commercial
and residential Free estimates No lobs too big or
too small. 759-1835

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding,
painting plumbing, concrete Free estimates Call
474-2307
ROGER Hudson rock hauling, gravel, sand, dirt, driveway rock 753-4545,
753-6763
SEPTIC TANK SERVICE
Repair, replacement, new
installation, pumping, sewers, footings, basements
Backhoe-loader service
BRENT ALLEN, 759-1515
SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill
753-2674
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free estimates Day Or night,
753-5484

Attention
Classified Advertisers!
Dial-A-Service is for you!

Dial-A-Service is a handy clip-out section running each

Monday In the classifieds. You get a 2x1 display ad. regularly
priced at $9.60, for
1965 RUNABOUT in good
condition with 75hp Evinrude OB in excellent condition. $1000 Call James at
435-4425.
75HP EVINRUDE outboard motor. Excellent
Condition. $700. Call
James at 435-4425,

Only $5 A Week!
(If ad runs minimum of 13 weeks)

Stop by our office today or call 753-1916

Horoscopes
WEDNESDAY.JANUARY 22. 1992

WAYNE Darnell Marine
Complete, boat and motor,
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
repair and service All work
YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: A
NEXT
guaranteed Fiberglass
of environment will make
change
!
or
sell
Buy,
specialist
work and personal relayour
both
trade Used boats, motors
rewarding. Break old
more
tionships
and trailers Salvage parts
1 mile from Murray on Hwy patterns in March. Financial backing
becomes available after you
94E 753-0379

straighten out a misunderstanding in
June. In September,retirement could
be the start of a wonderful new adventure. Romance leads to a more
Al TREE Service Stump active social life in late fall. Focus on
removal arid spraying. Free family life as the winter holidays
estimates 753-0906 after approach.
5pm, 759-9816, 753-0495
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DATE: boxer George ForeLinda Blair. actor John
AAA Additions Decks. man, actress
Wambaugh.
Joseph
author
Hurt,
vinyl siding, carpentry
ARIES (March 21 -April 19):
rood', house arid floor leveling, drive-ways 40. years Delegate routine tasks so you can
experience Free esti- devote more time to creati ve projects.
mates Call collect An office reorganization boosts pro901-247-5173
ductivity and puts you in line for a
ALPHA Builders - Carpen- promotion or raise.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
try, remodeling, porches,
roofing. concrete, drive- Delays or mix-ups are possible today.
ways, painting. mainte- To rush forward may be to go backnance, et Free estimates. ward. Withdraw into the background
489-2303
— the view is better. Give your mate
ANY remodeting, painting more of your attention.
& roofing References
GEMINI (May 21 -June 20): A
759-1110
timely phone call or meeting can link
AlAPPLIANCE REPAIRS: you to a winning partnership.
Factory trained by 3 major though you are able to call many of
manufacturers Most parts the shots,remain open to suggestions.
in stock, on my truck hi Clear away any mental cobwebs.
VIC/f9, and parts warranted.
CANCER (June 21 -July 22):
Ask for Andy at The Ap- Learning new skills or acquiring
pliance Works, 753-2456.
specialized knowledge keeps your
APPLIANCE SERVICE career plans on track. Honors are
Kenmore, Westinghouse, elusive, wait patiently. An evening
Whirlpool 30+ years ex- business meeting suits you fine.
perience Bobby Hopper,
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Save as
436-5848
many pennies as you can and your
BACKHOE Service ROY nest egg will grow. A reserved manner
HILL Sepbc system drive- and self-disciplined approach can
ways, hauling, foundations, work wonders now. Face the music

in a romantic relationship.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22): You
have people hanging on your every
word now. You can name your price.
too. Good news reaches you. Speak
out on important issues. Give shopping plans the ax and stay home.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22):
Strained relations could hinder work
progress today. It may be best to seek
solitude. Avoid tossing the dice in a
financial enterprise. Wait until tomorrow if tempted to give a spirited
reply.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
Reclusive tendenZies could claim you
—andjust when a career trophy is up
for grabs. Better not shut out the
world just yet. It is time to make your
mark! Move forward with. confidence.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21): A difficult and demanding
project may await you at work. Private talks about your career produce
helpful information. Someone's
candor will shed light on a confused
situation.
CAPRICORN(Dec.22-Jan, 19):
New gains are likely in property and
career matters. If you face a difficult
choice, keep your temper under control. Diplomacy will be your strongest
ally.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
Emphasize your special talents if you
are job-hunting. The pieces of a romantic puzzle fall into place. It is not
too late to save a deteriorating relationship.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
Obtaining the litest facts and figures
will help you land a business deal.
Keep your )ong-term goals in mind at
all times. &professional who assists
you will expect you to reciprocate.

etc 759-4664

TODAY'S CHILDREN are quick-witted. innovative and stubborn. Although they would rather be part of the crowd than alone, these youngsters
insist on being treated with respect. They enjoy being in the limelight and may
get a kick out of shocking people. A volatile temper may surface when these
Aquarian% are forced to deal with delays. Once they make up their minds, it
is almost impossible to convince them that they are wrong. They have
CH1M Chloe Chimney complete faith in their own judgment.

BLOCK, brick concrete (mashing Basements footings, garages, drives,
walks 30yrs experience
13yrs in Murray area
753-5476 Charles Barnett

Sweeps has 10% sonar citizen discounts We sell chimney caps and screens.
135 1191

Fore,C I
order a re, used and updated tops of Jenne Down a heat wiling hook N eaterda) loda) and
and handling to
Hon Aairoion Can Kelp You Find Your Place in God a Plan. ,end 55.95 plus SI politage
ahk
pa)
Make ahecks
Down c/o Andrews and Mckteel P0 Boa 419150. Kans.o CO) MO O4141
Andrea, and Mc Meel
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Looking Back

Today in History

. n Club held at Murray
ray Civita
Todd and Rachel Lamb for Callo- Woman's Club.
Ten years ago
Thirty years ago
Woman's Club House.
way and Kim Riepe for Ballard.
George Hodge was presented a
Forty years ago
Ronald H. Kelso, son of Robert
twenty years ago
silver cup and gavel by the Kenson
Tidwell,
L.
students have applied
Timothy
and
Thirty-one
Kelso,
$61.30
of
h
Another
all-timetig
and
Fairs
of
tucky Association
for degrees at Murray State College
per 100 pounds was reported for of Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius L. TidHorse Shows for his services as
at the end of the current semester,
guillotine.
the sale of Type 23 dark fired well, are undergoing recruit trainpresident of the organization at a
ing at Naval Training Center, Great
according to Mrs. Cleo Gillis Hesthe
On this date:
Market,
on
Murray
tobacco
at
1446
Jan.
held
meeting
Southerners resIll.
Lakes,
ter, registrar. They include John
In 1861, Jefferson Davis of Mississippi and four other
reporter
to
Barnett,
011ie
according
Louisville.
licenses
Shelton, Harold G. BeaStanley
truck
and
•
Automobile
igned from the U.S. Senate.
local
the
market.
for
Will
about
writes
Garrott
M.C.
an ordinance that
passed
Aldermen
Of
Board
City's
York
Bowden Jones,
Calloof
New
Marjorie
man,
office
the
1908,
in
sale
of
now
In
are
Wendy Williams, daughter
Kirkland, a farmer on the west side
the meaCody H. RusJr.,
Pace
Douglas
Clerk
E.
Joseph
effectively prohibited women from smoking in public (however,
Court
and
way
County
Williams,
and
Mrs.
Roger
Mr.
Cordie
of the county, and about
McClellan Jr.).
sell, Rebecca Sue Roberts, Joann
sure was vetoed two weeks later by Mayor George B.Detroit.
David Sims, son of Mr. and Mrs. Shoemaker. Vehicle owners are
"Garrott's
column,
in
his
Rushing
In 1915, the first Kiwanis Club was founded, in died at age 54.
Bobby Joe Sims, both juniors at urged to purchase them so as to St. John and Nelle Walker, all of
Galley."
In 1924, Russian revolutionary Vladimir Ilyich Lenin
Cromwell Hauge, local artisit, is Calloway County High School, avoid the March 1 deadline, Shoe- Calloway County.
The Rev. H.L. Hardy, missionary
In 1976, the supersonic Concorde jet was put into service by Britain
exhibiting a selection of her paint- were selected to participate in Ken- maker said.
de
to
Rio
Paris
trom
and
Bahrain
to
Murray
at
London
to
Chile, South America, and grareported
births
from
and
Band
Recent
flights
Orchestra
CounAll-State
tucky
with
France,
and
ings this month at Calloway
duate of Murray State College,
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
at Lexington, Jan. 6-8.
Janeiro, Brazil.
ty Public Library.
Births reported include a boy to Mrs. James Halford Bynum, a girl spoke at evening services on Jan.
In 1977, President Carter pardoned almost all Vietnam War draft evadTracey Overby Brown and
and Mrs. James Wallace Ham- to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Dill, a boy 20 at First Baptist Church.
Mr.
married
were
Jr.
ers, a move that drew limited praise from pro-amnesty organizations and
Hendrix
Michael
Murray State College Thoroughdenunciations from veterans' groups.
Dec. 19 at First United Methodist mack Jr. and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. to Mr. and Mrs. Alton Ridings, a
Supthree
win
to
team
first
the
Tucker
became
Hubert
and
Mrs.
Mr.
beat Marshall College in a
breds
to
Steelers
boy
15.
Pittsburgh
A.
Jan.
Baker,
Robert
the
1979,
In
Church.
Calloway County Judge Robert and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry basketball game at Murray. High
er Bowls as they defeated the Dallas Cowboys in Super Bowl 13 by a
Calloway County High School
team scorers were Benny Purcell
score of 35-31.
Lady Lakers beat Ballard Memorial 0. Miller talked about "Children In Grogan.
J.O. Reeves, state conservation for Murray and Sid King for
Trouble" at a meeting of the Theta
Ten years ago: Convict-turned -author Jack Henry Abbott was found
in a basketball game at Jeffrey
guilty in New York of first-degree manslaughter in the stabbing death of
Gym. High team scorers were Mina Department of the Murray officer, spoke at a meeting of Mur- Marshall.
to
years
15
to
sentenced
later
was
(Abbott
1981.
in
Adan
Richard
waiter
life in prison.)
Five years ago: West Germany's Justice Ministry, faced with the recent
about a family member's homosexu- contrite.
abductions of two West Germans in Lebanon, indicated that extraditing a
DEAR ABBY: When you an- propriate clothing or behavior during
all
DEAR ABBY: One of your recent
suspect in the hijacking of a TWA jetliner in 1985 to the United States nounced to "Neil's Aunt" that Neil's his childhood. He is gay because God ality. There are P-FLAG chaptersare
meetings
and
country,
the
discussed whether being gay
over
columns
way.
that
expected.
him
made
originally
than
of
longer
could take
becoming gay was a combination
is the result of nature (hiologvi or
My husband and I first felt confu- free.
One year ago: Iraq announced it had scattered prisoners of wA at nature and nurture,it took my breath
You may use my name.
nurture (environment). Newly puband guilt when our son came out
targeted areas. President Bush denounced Iraq's treatment of POWs, and away. Where was your usual sensi- sion
RITA BUCKLEY, lished research by J.M.Bailey;Ph.D.,
other
of
help
the
with
but
us,
to
CBS
tivity and intelltgence?
said Iraqi President Saddam Hussein would be held responsible.
NEWBURY,CALIF. and R.C. Pillard, M.D., who studied
we came to
Parents ofgays and lesbians have parents of homosexuals,
News correspondent Bob Simon, CBS News London bureau chief Peter
gay men who had twin brothers or
son's sexual
our
that
understand
lives.
their
all
nonsense
this
heard
RITA:I have always be- adopted brothers, revealed that 52
DEAR
our
is
it
Bluff, a cameraman and soundman were captured by Iraqi forces.
normal:
is
orientation
a
have
So, when they learn that they
Today's Birthdays: Actress Jinx Falkenberg is 73: Actor Paul Scofield homosexual child,they agonize over culture's fear and hatred that are lieved that one's sexuality is not percent of the identical twin brothJack
Golfer
67.
a matter of choice — that homo- ers were gay,22 percent of fraternal
is
Hill
Benny
Comedian
is 70. Actor Telly Savalas is 68.
their role, perceiving it as a family perverted.
sexuals, like heterosexuals, are (non-identical) twin brothers were
readis
Mac
Davis
your
remind
Singer
please
51.
Abby,
is
Domingo
Placido
singer
Opera
52.
is
Nicklaus
tragedy.
born that way. I apologize for gay, and only 11 .percent of the
Parents
of
Federation
the
42.
is
about
ers
Ocean
Billy
My second son is gay. Never
50. Actress Jill Eikenberry is 45. Singer-songwriter
my lapse in judgment in buying adopted brothers were gay. These
a
Gays,
and
Lesbians
of
Friends
during my pregnancy did I pray for a and
Basketball player Hakeem Olajuwon is 29.
parents that "nature-nurture" theory. I findings suggest that biology (gesupportive
loving,
of
group
gayness
foster
I
Letitia
did
nor
—
daughter,
Thought for Today: "Few, save the poor, feel for the poor."
is troubled knew better and am profoundly netics) plays a substantial role in
with "little girl activities." or inap- whocan help anyone who
Landon, English poet (1802-1838).
determining sexual orientation.

There are 345 days
Today is Tuesday, Jan. 21, the 21st day of 1992.
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
was executed by the
On Jan. 21, 1793, King Louis XVI of France

3-

Dear Abby

Ill

But,Abby, within our society, the
origin of so much prejudice and hatred directed at gay men and lesbians is a far more critical issue than is
the origin of sexual orientation.
Prejudice is a tragedy for everyone. Parents of gay children needlessly agonize and families are disrupted. Gay people suffer emotional
and physical trauma. The talents of
so many people are consumed in either perpetuating or fighting injustice. What we need is a war on prejudice —sand ifit is ever won,concerns
about nature or nurture will become
about as pressing as concerns about
the origin of left-handedness.
JAMES KRAJESKI, M.D..
CORTE MADERA. CALIF.

Daily Comics
BLONDIE

By GARY LARSON

THE FAR SIDE

DEAR ABBY: The letter from
"Neil's Aunt"contained a disturbing
comment. She said, "When his
brothers were outside playing baseball, Neil was in the house drawing
pictures of flowers."
Abby, please let your readers
know that men who play baseball
(and other sports I can also be gay. I
know.I wassigned to a major league's
farm team.lam gay. lam one offour
brothers and we all played baseball.
and none of my brothers are gay. I
have no artistic ability, but my
brother is a fine violinist. So much
for stereotypes. — ROB

CALVIN and HOBBES
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Dr. Gott

CATHY
0 ri NNs-I WHAT 5TREN&Tt1 WE CAN
MARTHA WHO HAS NINE HUGE rCATH4 WHO HAS A CLEAN DE53im two HAS FIFIN EMER
MUSTER WHEN IT'S FOR SOMENE
IN
TiME
FIRST
THE
FOR
IN
CALLED
kNDIN&
DEALS
CrENGIE5 TO DEAL WITH, CALLED
THIN& WE REALL4 CARE MOUT
A
DESPITE
IN
CArHE
4EARS
IN SICK WITH A SORE THROAT ' SICK W7fi THE SNIFFLES.
10Z° FEUER CHILLS AND NAUSEA

r

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

CLUTTER UP MY NICE
CLEAN OFFICE WITH
THOSE PAPERS AND
PREPARE TD DIE!!

"OK, let's start the exam. Stinking caps on,
everyone — stinking caps on."

Crosswords
1
FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
\AAE JUST HAP A Tor4E_L.02 AND FIN OIL CHA1•kiE
7
WHFITS YOUR F'ReegLE.N1-.
-HFIER PILL I'V E PDNE FOK
Yet)!! taly CFIN'T t7t0 DO
Fl NICE
THIS
NIGHT IN OUR
OUNMME.WAYF

1:

Jr
I-

tib
110
46-4A0
0
tt'uvggicti
mnivgK

:e
's
1):

GARFIELD
I HAVE A DATE
WITH THE MOST
BEAUTIFUL WOMAN
°NINE PLANET
TONIGHT!

ilt
nst

ANP WHICH
PLANET WOULD
-THAT P)E ?

1 Final
5 "Top -"
8 Above and
touching
12 Pilaster
13 Mature
14 Farm building
15 Cubic meters
17 Macintosh
and golden
19 Willful, rash
20 Kind of foot
race
21 Changes
color
of
23 Skeleton
panf
24 Arid
26 Savory
28 Edge
31 Faroe Islands
whirlwind
32 "Salem's -"
33 Concerning

1

oot
a-

12

15

2

PEANUTS

24
31

ITS THREE O'CLOCK
rs
ay
Sc

A

34

IN THE MORNING, AND
I'M ALONE IN THE
DESERT AND I DON'T
FEEL WELL

DOWN

1-21 (7) 1992 United Feature Syndicate

1 Whip
2 Pay the kitty
3 Unmoving
4 Late
5 Possesses
6 Silver symbol
7 Hyson

6

5

4

111

8 Tremulous
9 Farm
implement
10 Genus of
olives
11 Nosegay

25

1718

10

9

8

7

1311

11116 1

11

111

1111

16 Sight organs
18 Urge on
22 Caesar 23 "Another
One -the Dust'.
24 Female deer
25 Soak, as flax
27 Vessel
29 Anger
30 Males
35 Be present
7
36
3

r'a cintsful

ili
8
30Wanders
4
20
221111 42 Fail into
disuse
23
111
43 Liquefy
21 11
44 Mixture
28 29 30
27
26
46 Persian
fairy
33
32
47 War god
49 Head: slang
39
50 Doris 35
3611137
53 Fulfill

II

39

•

41

40

142

46

45

4.3
44III

C

0

14

19

es
al.
at
its

3

Answer to Previous Puzzle

34 Airline info
36 Surfeited
38 Decimal base
39 Walked on
41 Transaction
43 Engine
45 - Bay
Buccaneers
48 Football team
50 Spruce. trim
51 Boundary
52 Harem room
54 Withered
55 Bushy clumps
56 Lad
57 Goddess of
discord

ACROSS

C.
ig

I,

47

SO

4111149

54

53

52
51Ull

57

se

55

Ill

DEAR DR. GOT'!': My brother had
a vasectomy 10 years ago and was
told by his surgeon the procedure was
successful. His live-in girlfriend is
now pregnant. Could he be the father'
DEAR READER:limmmm. This is
a challenging question to which I can
give only a general answer
Any method of surgical sterilization carries a small but definite risk
of failure. Sometimes tubal ligations
(in women) don't work and, occasionally, the clips or ligatures used in vasectomies may loosen, leading to unexpected fertility. Such an event is
exceedingly unusual but can happen.
Rather than draw the obvious conclusions about your brother's girlfriend and her possible extracurricular activities, I'll give her the benefit
of the doubt and assume that your
brother represents one of those rare
cases of sterilization failure.
To establish what is going on, your
brother can have a semen analysis,
during which his semen is examined
under a microscope for sperm. If the
vasectomy were successful, he should
have no sperm in the specimen. Beyond this simple advice. I won't comment further because this gets into
some sticky legal. social issues.
DEAR DR. GOTT . Recently I decided to stop drinking coffee altogether. Within a few days I noticed that I
no longer suffer from restless legs. a
malady I've experienced for as long
as I can remember. An added bonus is
that I used to wake up four to five
times a night to go to the bathroom
and now it's more like two times and I
sleep more soundly. Perhaps this will
help some of your readers
DEAR READER. People respond
differently to caffeine, which is a
stimulant and a diuretic (water eliminator). For example, most adults experience jitteriness and insomnia if
they drink too much coffee, tea or caffeine-containing colas However, this
pattern is far from universal: Such effects may be minimal or absent.
Also, caffeine often causes frequent
urination, but rarely leads to nighttime problems unless a caffeine-containing beverage is consumed at bedtime Caffeine is not a common cause
of restless legs. which is more frequently a consequence of poor
circulation
Nonetheless, your observations are
valid. You may have suffered several
side effects from your coffee habit.
ENTY.RPRISE ASSN
113131 NEWSPAPER
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Defendant apologizes
to congregation for thefts
ELIZABETHTOWN, Ky. (AP)
— After the congregation
assembled for services at First
Christian Church, an 18-year-old
stepped to the pulpit to apologize
and seek forgiveness for burglarizing the church.
"I realize how wrong it was,"
John Houston told worshipers.
"I'm here to apologize for that,
and to ask that you forgive me."
Houston's remarks brought
rounds of applause Sunday.
"We don't endorse what he did
but we certainly want to encourage
him," said the Rev. Terry Jones,
pastor of the church. "Encourage
him to keep his life to what he has
promised. For that we admire
him!'
Houston and Ronald Hawkins,
18. were charged Dec. 18 with
burglary and possession of burglary
tools in a series of robberies that
occurred at First Christian and
Memorial United Methodist
Church.
Houston said the magnitude of
the crimes overwhelmed him as he
and Hawkins spent time in the
Hardin County Jail.
"Actually we were going to try
to be here today together," Houston said. "But he's still in jail."
Jones said Houston contacted
him Jan. 11 and expressed his
desire to appear before his congregation. Jones agreed and said
Houston met with him Jan. 13 at
the church office and talk:A for

about 90 minutes about the burglaries and other things.
"He also has apologized to the
other church, Memorial (United)
Methodist," Jones said. "Not publicly, but to their senior minister."
According to police, the teenagers were attempting to escape
from First Christian Church when
they were stopped by police around
4 a.m. EST on Dec. 18.
Church officials reported that
two video cassette recorders were
taken from the building as well as
cassette tapes, a whip, cane and a
jacket. Most of the stolen property
was recovered.
Houston, whose case is awaiting
grand jury action Feb. 18, said he
hoped his public apology will have
positive influence on the matter
because he already has been left
with the reputation of a hardened
criminal.
He said his life began to change
after his arrest when he started
attending church services regularly
at Immanuel Baptist Church in
Elizabethtown.
He said one of the strongest
motivations for the thefts was
unemployment.
"Since I've been going to
church and everything, the first
application I put in I got a job,"
Houston said. "That really meant
something. This could be the best
thing that ever happened to me and
I want to turn it into that."

Beijing gets its first McDonald's
BEIJING (AP) — McDonald's is
seeking applications from "healthy. energetic" people aged 18 to 50
to run its first franchise in the
Chinese capital, a joint venture
with a Chinese concern.
The store is to open this year on
Beijing's main shopping street.
McDonald's first store in China
opened in October 1990 in the
southern city of Shenzhen.
An advertisement in the Beijing
Daily said McDonald's was seeking to fill 800 positions at the Beijing store, to be located on Wangfujing Street
When it opened, the Shenzhen
McDonald's was flooded with
more than 9.000 applications for
240 openings.

The Secret of Good Defense
Tomorrow heading between the lines
North dealer
two more tricks. Practically all such
Both sides vulnerable
hands require West to have a trump
NORTH
holding of A -x -a or K-x•x. so East
•A K 63
automatically assumes that his part•1098
ner has one of these holdings.
•J 4 '
This assumption,however,leads
•K Q 105
to only three tricks, so East's next
WEST
EAST
step is to start looking for a means of
* J 98 7 5 2
•10 4
acquiring a fourth trick for the de•K 6 2
IP 53
fense. It seems certain that South
•8 7
• A Q10952 must hold either four or five clubs for
+74
4b A 6 3
his three club bid, which in turn
SOUTH
means that West must have either
•Q
one or two clubs.
•A QJ 74
Once East gets this far, it be• K63
comes crucial to try to pinpoint West's
•J 9 8 2
actual club holding. East solves the
The bidding
problem by assuming that if West
North East
South West
had the A-ax or K-x-x oftrumps and
1*
1*
111
Pass
also had a singleton club, he would
1•
Pass
Pass
3+
surely have led a club originally, not
4V
Pass
3•
a diamond.East therefore concludes
Opening lead — eight of diamonds that West started with a doubleton
It is extremely difficult to defend club.
Accordingly, East returns a low
well at all times, yet in most deals
the winning line of defense, if there club at trick two! No matter how
is one, can be' found — provided South proceeds from this point, he
there's a strong enough will to find can no longer make the contract. As
soon as West gains the lead with his
it
Take this case, which illustrates king of trumps, he returns a club to
how a determined defender pursues East's ace and ruffs the next club to
his task West leads what is obvi- put the contract down one.
ously his highest diamond, won by
East with the ace, and the question
is what East should play next.
Since he has only two defensive
tricks himself,all of East's thoughts
are directed toward hands his partner might have that could produce

You re took ing for an organukuon, with
a tuck
fmanctal record, that offers
competitive interest rates on artnuities

A&A
Auto Rental

for amounts over S5,000

Ar,

East Main St
753-4461

e-111
117

learn.

Although 98 of Kentucky's 120
counties are designated as "shortage" areas, prior to now, the only
two rural health clinics were
located in eastern Kentucky. They

were allowed into a federal program upon its creation in 1977.
Dr. Richard Buurman has joined
the Hillview clinic and Dr. Alan
Whitlock has set up the clinic at
Clinton. Mary Jo Butts, administrator of Parkway Regional Hospital
said the biggest benefit of the clinic project for them is the addition
of two doctors.
Butts said the addition of the
new doctors will be a big asset to
the community, especially to those
who have been traveling to other
towns for medical care.

•
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MURRAY
WHOLESALE TIRE
•White letters •Maxima • Toyo
•Turbo Plus •Unroyal XTM
•Falls Mastercraft •Falls Roadmaster IV
825 So. 4th St. (New Location)

753-9411

Country Ham
Breakfast

Compare
Interest Rates!

Look to Woodmen of the World We re
a 101 -year-old fraternal benefit society
that often single premium and flexible
premium deferred annuities But hest of
all, you can earn an inival guaranteed
mtemst rate of

Holland Motor Sales

Parkway Regional
FULTON
Hospital has opened the first two
rural health clinics to be licensed in
the state.
Fulton's Hillview Medical Clinic
and the Clinton-Hickman County
Medical Clinic in Clinton were
approved by a Division of Licensing and Regulation inspection

Enjoy

When the Shenzhen branch
opened, a Big Mac cost 5.3 yuan
(about SI) and fries were 2.3 yuan.
The average urban worker's monthly salary is about 200 yuan (about
$37).

*Daily & Weekly Rentals
*Clean. Dependable Cars
*Call Us For Rates

Parkway Regional Hospital
opens 2 new health clinics

Cont ract Bridge

1 Egg, Home Fries,
Grits or Gravy

2 Eggs - Home Fries
Grits or Gravy

$359

$389

6314%*
•Ttua nois la gummed fix dm fro month and them
cAla vary monthly ay can
lociad as for ane was

Faye Childress
753-5234

Woodmen of the World
Life Insurance Society
H011at

OffIce: Omaha, Niebraska

Country Ham
Biscuits

65'

SHONEYS

•MSU and Faculty Drinks Free w/
Purchase of Meal and MSU I.D.

Hwy. 641 North
753-9257
'Pollee and Fireman Drinks Free

JO AN'S GOING
OUT OF BUSINESS

on the square • Murray

753-9569

SALE STARTS WEDNESDAY AT 9 A.M.
Great Selections Still Available
•te

ns•-••••••in.

Exquisite Form® Bras & Girdles • Nursing Home Gowns & Robes
•Nancy Frock Dresses • Sans Souci Lingerie • Ladies', Teens & Children's Wear

Even Our New Spring Arrivals Are Drastically Cut!

EVERYTHING MUST GO!!! HURRY ON !NM

